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content

odyssey

The tree that withers
every spring equinox
and shed the old leaves
making way for new ones
different ones
beautiful ones
better consequences

The human that withers
every single day
and shed the old thoughts
making way for new ones
different ones
beautiful ones
better consequences.

Getting unmade in tune, a secret that simplifies all our designs; What could a journey
mean to those who long to never reach? Then defining adventure would be a paradox,
defining destiny would be a muse. It is a muse after all, knowing we share the same life
inside of us, experiencing itself subjectively, roving to the only evolution. Those who keep
paddling throughout, know that it is not the destination that they always sought, it was
themselves. The only evolution is acceptance, of oneself, throughout the journey. Stumbling
on this odyssey is what beautifies it, doubting oneself is the foundation to evolution. There
are times when all hope seems to be gone, when a feeling so profound, screaming out to
quit keeps stirring within and it appears to be the end, but it is those times that prepare us
such, we wear steel so bright and true, that no situation can refrain us to get through. It is
those times that give you the ultimate training, a real refuge.
There is a trick to this journey that never lets pain or fear slow us down on this quest, a
trick only the rarest ones can realise, a trick called love. Mending yourself with the
beautiful ones, the ones who never want you to stop, who want you to keep paddling,
mending with the brave ones make us unstoppable. There is no force stronger than love
that can hold your hand and lead you throughout without allowing you to look back or
even think of putting a halt. And the best part is, that love cannot be channelised, it is
contagious, it helps all around you as equally as it would help you. Faithing on love is what
makes
it stronger, it is what makes you stronger; It is so silent yet so deep and moving that
ma
the odyssey sounds rather seducing. There are some things we may not know, some places
we may not go, but there is a truth that prevails all thoughts and notions, that keeps
calling out for every single one of us to flourish on this journey we go through,
unfathomably, but with utmost thrill. Spinning across worlds to manifest this
journey and become one with the tune, simplifying all designs;
the odyssey of life.

There is a place calling out for me
It is the only profoundness
The blue of the cold sky
The orange of the dusk
And beyond it all
Some life unheard of
Some magic, unseen
And it seems my time is done here
The music is taking me
Let it take you too
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I am delighted to know that the students of
SCMS NOIDA are ready with SYMPATRIKA
for this year. Penned with beautiful
thoughts, this magazine is a large canvas
for all the Symbians to bring their artistic
and creative side to the fore, leaving good
imprints in the hearts of the readers.
SCMS-NOIDA has always been in the forefront in delivering excellence in the field of
Management education by providing the
learners with ample opportunities in the
area of academics and extracurricular activities. Enthusiastic participation of the
students in academics, sports and cultural
activities motivates them to give their best,
which has always brought incremental value
to the entire curriculum offered.
SYMPATRIKA is one such initiative of
SCMS-NOIDA, enabling and encouraging
the students to participate and contribute a
little more in the journey of learning at SYMBIOSIS. I congratulate the students, the
editorial board and the staff who have contributed their ideas to this magazine, as
ideas are the seeds that germinate into
thoughts that kindle learning.

Odyssey is the theme of the current issue of the magazine Sympatrika, represents
appropriately the glorious journey of Symbiosis International (Deemed University)
in last fifty years and a decade old Symbiosis Centre for Management Studies,
Noida. The magazine reflects the overall learning and growing of the students
here, through academic and extracurricular activities.
This ninth issue had a new leaf added this year in the form of a newsletter, which
acted as a small glimpse into the various achievements of the institute.Number
nine is related to wisdom and responsibility, which I must say is truly reflected by
the overall coordinators and the entire team of the Sympatrika. The entire work is
being conceptualized by them and I congratulate them for doing a wonderful job.
Hearty thanks to all the contributors in the form of article, poems, pictures etc.
My heartfelt thanks to the Director, SCMS-N for being a constant motivating
source in putting up this creative endeavor. I am sure that this literary endeavor
will go on till eternity and enjoy reading!

DR. K. P. VENUGOPALA RAO
ES HA TR I P ATHI
HAR S HI T YADAV

DR . NI DHI S
NATR AJ AN

Sympatrika stands on the pillars of by you, for you, of you. The heart and
soul of the magazine lies in the students that work together, their talent,
their mindset, knowledge and ability to make so many memories that
contribute and construct the beauty that is SCMS-N. This year, we have
tried to continue the golden legacy and have seen this magazine undergo
a holistic transformation. We’ve tried to set a bar and we hope that
SYMPATRIKA soars new heights in the future and most importantly, this
edition gives you a valuable insight into the life at SCMS-N. The team has
given it their all, we hope you are ready to be enthralled.
Our goal with Sympatrika is to help it reach the students it's made for,
inspire writers, photographers and many hidden talents of the college and
most importantly tell the real stories that lived in these classrooms and
beyond. However, to unveil any true story one has to face the challenge of
time and excellence. Our eminent editorial board and various writers have
gone the extra mile to deliver the work perfectly and help it reach the
people its made for. Time however, brought some challenges. From the
basics of meeting deadlines to finding a common time and medium to
interact with the team recently as we compiled the magazine. We can
proudly say that the efforts of the last months finnesed under the
pressures of social distancing and helped us take groundbreaking
decisions to make this year’s edition bigger and better than ever.

Happy reading : )
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Ayushi - How
and when did you
get into investing?
Shantanu - I’ve been investing

since 2017, the vibrancy of the
colours red and green on the channel
CNBC caught my eye. And after that I just got
deeper and deeper into it. My uncle guided me through
the basics of it.

Ayushi - Any courses that you think are essential for beginners?
Shantanu - I personally did 2 online certification courses from NISM (National

Institute of Securities Management) namely, Research Analyst course and Foundation of
Security markets. You require 75% or above in their examinations that you give at their centres to obtain the
certification.
Apart from these courses I also read a book on technical analysis by Ashwini Gujral, who is the man who has taught
me everything I needed to know about trading and investing. I also follow P.R. Sundar and Aditya Shah.
#Protip- You must always have your broker’s application on your phone, economic times app and twitter is a
must too because that is a platform where people post their sentiments the most regarding the market.

Ayushi - So this was about the pre-requisite knowledge, what do you think is the most basic
requirement for trading?
Shantanu - Having a DEMAT account is the basic requirement. Further elaborating on what DEMAT means or why isn't

your normal bank account enough so… it is basically short for dematerialisation.
SEBI passed a rule a while back that all the shares should be in dematerialised form, so that they are not in physical
form.
When I researched for my DEMAT account I came across Zerodha which according to me had the least brokerage. It
took me about two weeks to complete the process of linking my bank account to my DEMAT account, but it was worth
it.

Ayushi - Once you have the prerequisite knowledge and the DEMAT account, what do you do next?
Shantanu - So next I started watching CNBC channel religiously and following the markets regularly by checking the

end of the day reports and reading the section in economic times which spoke about what the performance and the
sentiment of the market was.

Ayushi - What kind of trading are you into ?
Shantanu - I am into intra day trading
# Day trading is speculation in securities, specifically buying and selling financial instruments within the same
trading day, such that all positions are closed before the market closes for the trading day. Traders who trade
in this capacity with the motive of profit are therefore speculators. The methods of quick trading contrast with
the long-term trades underlying buy and hold and value investing strategies. Day traders exit positions before
the market closes to avoid unmanageable risks and negative price gaps between one day's close and the next
day's price at the open.

Ayushi - Why did you particularly pick up intra day trading, I have this doubt because I also tried intra
day trading for about a month but it got so hectic given the fact that trading hours are restricted from
09:15 hrs to 15:30 hrs and you are in college for most of the time in this bracket.
Shantanu - For me the volatility of this market is one of the most fascinating aspects of this, i like how it keeps me on

my toes. I had started with 20K as my initial capital and I wanted quick appreciation and intra day was one of the many
options. Specifically in investing you have about 100 companies per say and out of those 100 there must be about 5
of them which would have a significant increase in a matter of two days and finding those 5 out the lot takes a
humongous amount of research along with a lot of experience which might be taxing for a college
student like me. Whereas in intra day trading even if there is a movement of Rs.5 and
you buy 100 of those and boom you’ve made 500 bucks for the da
day.

Ayushi - Okay so we know why intraday trading but why not explore other modes
like futures and options markets.

Shantanu - As i said before all of the other options are either slow moving or require plethora of research as they
are a little more complex before you dive into them.

#But that said, one should also invest at this age as part of our ‘future planning’ but you should never put all
your eggs in one basket, which is basically the golden rule in finance. As 10 years down the line any individual of our age will have a need for a substantial amount of corpus. In contrast for any kind of investment to
be made you will require a stable source of income, however little but a constant source.

Ayushi - What is your trading strategy like ?
Shantanu - In my early stages of trading I would simply speculate the market movements and then with my prior

knowledge I gradually learned to gauge the reaction of the stock through my own self of judgement but then it felt
like sheer gambling to me. So I started looking up the internet for what technical analysis was and surprisingly I didn't
require any course to learn about it. Everything was available online even my broker Zerodha provided me material
on technical analysis.

Ayushi - What was next for you ?
Shantanu - I had heard my uncle tell me about how people give advisory calls which is why I thought of giving it a

try. Now, given the fact that I was no Jhunjhunwala that I would get mass blind following consequently I planned to
build a base for the next 3 to 4 months by giving calls and updating them on the everyday performance. Some calls
worked out and were a big hit whereas some simply didn’t which is a completely normal phenomenon in the stock
market.
September 2019 was when I started doing paid calls and I got a stellar response. I started getting clients from across
India. I had a total of 8 clients in my first month
#Rakesh Jhunjhunwala (born 5 July 1960) is an Indian Investor and trader and manages the asset firm Rare
Enterprises. A qualified Chartered Accountant, he invests in both his own name and his wife's, Rekha Jhunjhunwala. Jhunjhunwala has been described as India's Warren Buffett, and his investments are closely
tracked by the media.

Ayushi - Do you think there are any upcoming investment opportunities in the financial markets?
Shantanu - To avail the answer to that question I would request you to subscribe to my Instagram and Telegram
handle ’Paisa’ (because it's all about money at the end of the day) . For any queries I’m easily reachable at
joshishantanu99@gmail.com
#Spoken like a true entrepreneur

Ayushi - What has been your learning throughout this process until now?
Shantanu - Patience is the key. You should have a firm basis on which you are carrying out your trades, just in

case it is not going as planned then stay away from it, “Not trading is also Trading” , when you know for instance
the election results are going to be out simply dodge trading for that day just speculate there will no missed opportunities, there are thousands of opportunities in the market for you to pounce on.
#Just a tip for you to begin your investing adventure with, while researching and studying about the markets look for stocks that blindly follow the basic direction of the market, for instance there is Induslnd
Bank which is positively related to the market direction. You can also look for stocks or companies that
act in the opposite manner to the market.

NOT TRADING IS ALSO TRADING

Ayushi Wadhwa in conversation with Paisa founder Mr. Shantanu Joshi
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DIRTYMONEY
DIRTYMONEY
Bernie Madoff
Bernie Madoff was one of
the best traders at Wall
Street in fact he was the
Wall Street. His consistent
investment returns made
him one of the best fund
managers in the world. He
was so good that you had
to earn the right to have
your money accepted by
him.
Madoff served as the chairman of NASDAQ and
revolutionized the trading business building his
multibillion dollar empire until one day his house of
cards fell and when the dust settled all that
remained was decades of lies, at $65 billion it was
the largest ponzi scheme world had ever seen.

ENRON
ENRON was once the 7th
largest corporation in
America. They revolutionized trading and energy
market and were always
smarter
than
their
competitors, also their
business was too complex
for the average person to
understand except in reality it was a scam filled
with lies, fraud and political manipulation. This is
the story of how one company took 10 years to
grow to $60 billion in value and then in less than 2
months became bankrupt.

Dotcom Boom and Enron

a financial fraud investigator, who back
in 1990 was a portfolio manager at
Rampart
Investment
Management.Harry
caught
various
inconsistencies and couldn’t find a single
transaction by Madoff’s firm on the
exchange. He also spoke to a dozens

Enron soon began trading bandwidth they made a deal with Blockbuster to revive streaming services but the
technology simply didn’t work well enough yet. The deal fell through but Enron still wrote $ 53million as profits in their
books.

of equity firms but none of them had made any trades for
Madoff. In 2000, Harry Markopolos took his findings to
Securities and Exchange Commission(SEC). But Harry didn’t
have any hard evidence just a theory and red flags so an
investigation was not started. Through course of time Harry
went to SEC 5 times and was able to get an investigation
started which was later closed due to lack of evidence. All was
going well for Madoff until in 2008 the markets crashed and
investors started taking out their money from the market in
order to cut their losses.

Then one day in 2001, Jeffrey Skilling(CEO) suddenly resigned, he figured that he should leave the
company before it imploded and Kenneth Lay took over as CEO. Just one day later Sharon Watkins
who worked under the company CFO Andrew Fastow sent a letter to Kenneth Lay detailing
staggering amount of corruption and fraud she had found within the company. The Wall Street
Journal wrote a piece about Andy’s dealing and soon SEC launched an enquiry. Andy Fastow was a
moral less character who made Enron’s debt disappear to shell companies so that on paper Enron
remained profitable. He also set up his own fraudulent firm to buy Enron’s assets which would help

In reality Madoff hadn’t made a single trade since 1993 or
perhaps even earlier. People would give their money to
Madoff’s firm to invest and Madoff would give them healthy
return, the catch is that return doesn’t come from actual
investment, he simply returns a portion of their initial
investment and calls that a return, eventually the money dries
up so the stock needs to be replenished so he moves up to the
next investor and so the scam grows, but on paper, it was
shown that money was invested and made good returns, in
reality money was being siphoned off to his own accounts as
well as paying off old investors to keep his lie afloat.
He knew that investors would want their money back so he
pulled every string possible. He transferred $164million from a
fraudulent firm he created in the UK.And convinced billionaire
Carl Shapiro to invest $250 million but nothing was enough.
Withdrawals were still more than what Madoff could bring in.
Finally, Madoff decided to turn himself in as he knew that it
was the end and $65 billion dollars were gone. He now faces a
150 year sentence at a medium security prison in North
Carolina at the age of 81.

Entry of Jeffery Skilling

It began as an energy
supply company eventually company moved on to
trading then later moving
to broadband services
and electricity production.
They were favorites of the
Wall Street, a company
that could never lose and

Skilling, Enron’s new CEO was
moving the company in new
direction. He introduced the
company to mark to market
accounting technique. It allowed
the company to write down profits
in their books the day the deal was
signed, which means that if Enron
did a deal worth 10 million dollars
over the next 5 years, they could
write 10 million Dollars in their
books that day itself despite not
receiving a penny , it didn’t even

a stock price that would grow year on year. It was
well connected politically- Enron was the single
biggest contributor to George W. Bush’s
presidential campaign.

matter if the deal fell through. Effectively this made company
worth more on paper than it actually was. Once SEC approved
their accounting technique the office celebrated. They knew it
was key to making billions.

Origin-Kenneth Lay
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HARRY MARKOPOLAS

The Demise- Andy Fastow

Enron cook their books and would help executives give themselves huge bonuses. Enron’s accounting firm Arthur
Anderson Co were busy shredding fraud documents. Stock price of Enron fell quickly.

The Aftermath
Founder CEO Kenneth Lay was found guilty on 10 counts of securities fraud and was facing 45 years in prison but
died of a heart attack before sentence.
Former CEO Skilling was sentenced to 24 years and $180 million in fines, he only served 12 years of his sentence
and was released early.
CFO Andy Fastow cut himself a deal to testify against other executives and was sentenced to 10 years but only
served 6 years and paid $23 million in fines
20000 people lost their jobs at Enron.

- Abhishek Arora

SOFT
SOFT BANK
BANK

- Abhishek Arora

SOFTBANK, In Tokyo sits the headquarters of Japanese massive conglomerate SOFTBANK. It started as a
- By,
software distributor, grew into a telecom giant, and now transformed into an investment firm
thatXYZ
spans many
industries pouring billions of dollars into the likes of Alibaba, Uber and WeWork.
Softbank is ranked number 36 on Forbes’ list of the World’s biggest public companies with a revenue of $86.2B , profit of
$13.9B and a market value of $112B .That is way higher than General Motors, IBM, Facebook and Reliance Industries.
Its business dealings include Telecommunications, e-commerce, finance, technology services, semiconductor design,
media and marketing, a baseball team and even robotics.

Dotcom Boom and Enron

So who is behind all of it?
The Founder CEO Masayoshi Son. He invented world’s first electronic translator and sold it to SHARP Corporation for
$1.7million.In 2000, Softbank made its most successful investment, putting $20 million into Alibaba, fourteen years later
that investment turned into an estimated $60 billion payday when the Chinese e-commerce giant went public. That’s
almost 300,000% gain in 14 years. After meeting with then President- elect Donald Trump in 2016, it was announced
that son would invest $20billion in the US tech sector. After the announcement in the Trump Tower lobby, Softbank’s
stock surged more than 6%, making Son instantly $2billion richer. Son is now Japan’s 2nd richest man.
Much of Softbank’s recent investments are part of what’s known as the Vision Fund founded in 2017 -its the largest
technology investment fund in history. While this $100 billion fund is primarily backed by Softbank, it also includes
massive investments from Apple, Qualcomm, Sharp and the sovereign wealth funds of Saudi Arabia and the UAE. The
fund has invested billions of dollars into about 30 companies including Paytm, Oyo, Nvidia and WeWork.
Softbank Invested in more than half of the top 10 biggest investments in VC backed startups. That included giants like
Didi Chuxing, Grab and Ola as well as Flipkart, the Indian e-commerce giant. Once when Uber said they didn’t need
Softbank’s money, Son threatened to invest in their rivals instead. Needless to say company took the cash. Softbank’s
Approach to the Future is a much more long term vision than any other company. They invest for long term hence giving
capital provided by them to be called as patient capital which helps founders focus on their long term goals. It is said that
Son has set up a plan that would ensure that Softbank grows for next 300 years. Vision fund has invested in about 100
companies.
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REVOLUTIONARY MARKETING TACTICS
in the past decade

Here’s the thing…
There is really no particular way of doing marketing. Now, you may call them fascinating and you
may also call them revolutionary, but here are some of our favorite marketing tactics/stunts used
by popular brands all across the world in the past decade that really got more than quite a few
heads turning!

1. DOMINO’S PIZZA (2018)
In an effort to deploy one of the most revolutionary
marketing campaigns of all time, Domino’s Russia
offered a lifetime of free pizzas to anyone who got the
company’s logo tattooed on prominent parts of their
bodies and shared the image on social media with the
hashtag #DominoesForever. The first 350 people to
do so could avail to this special privilege within a
period of 2 months of the campaigns running time.
However, the two months had to be cut short to 5
days due an extremely overwhelming response.

2. REEBOK (2016)

REVOLUTIONARY MARKETING TACTICS
in the past decade

4. RED BULL (2012)
Felix Baumgartner became the first person to break the
sound barrier (without the help of a machine) by falling 23
miles from the Earth’s stratosphere. The stunt, which was
conceived, produced and broadcast by Red Bull, captured
the world’s attention and pulled in 8m live views on
YouTube.This ambitious project was named Red Bull
Stratos. Felix Baumgartner took to the skies, or to the edge
of space, in a helium-filled balloon and once he had reached
his altitude, he lunged himself out, free falling for over 4
minutes at a speed of over 1,300 km/h. At this speed, Felix
also became the first free-falling human to break the sound
barrier. The Red Bull Stratos project was, first and foremost,
a scientific mission documented by their broadcast and
editorial teams for seven years as claimed by a company
spokesperson.

5. CARLSBERG (2015)

To promote its new “ZPump Fusion 2.5, REEBOK
launched a shuttle run challenge at an extremely busy
bus shelter in Hong Kong. A time limit was written at
the top of the poster and commuters who manage to
complete the shuttle run within the time frame, were
awarded with the new product launched. The
challenge was indeed difficult but got a lot of people to
take time out of their lives and participate in it. This
was one of the successful and innovative campaigns
carried out by the company which also led to 5%
increase in sales in that quarter.

Carlsberg has a history of creating cool and clever
marketing campaigns. However, it is the stunts based on
Carlsberg’s ‘probably the best…’ slogan which tend to
be most effective. In 2015, it unveiled the ‘best poster in
the world’ in London’s Brick Lane – a billboard that
dispensed free beer. It was an incredibly simple concept,
but perfectly on-brand. The stunt generated a lot of interest on social, with #probablythebest generating over 3m
Twitter impressions in just one day.

3. NUTELLA (2017)
Nutella launched an interactive campaign that brightened
up commuters' day in Amsterdam, Netherlands. Popular
Dutch comedian Ruben van der Meer gave compliments
to passers-by through digital panels to brighten up their
day and also intrigue all the other passers- by. People
were also distributed free Nutella jars with a lovely messages printed on them. This tactic exponentially
increased the buzz surrounding the company, therefore,
increasing sales by 20% in that year.

All the above mentioned tactics are just a few out of the many that have changed the face of
marketing in the past decade. Evidently, brands have been stepping out of their comfort zones by
moving away from traditional and “boring” ways of marketing to up their game and set new standards. Beautiful as well as insanely dynamic, isn’t it? Marketing?

- Sejal Chopra & Esha Tripathi
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COUNTRIES MARKET THEMSELVES TOO!
In our highly connected, aware, curious and demanding society; it is natural for human curiosity and desire to burn with a
passionate fire. We as a race, have always been attracted to all that is alien to us. And so, taking on the role of a wanderer,
is a tempting offer not many can ignore. This urge of knowing the unknown at convenience has contributed many-fold to
the tourism industry. Tourism alone has contributed to about 9.2% of India's GDP in 2018 and supported 42.673
million jobs, 8.1% of its total employment. The fact that tourism contributes in such an impactful way to the economy of
a nation, makes it a very important money-making sector. More so, tourism also holds its place at the top in being a very
personal and pleasurable industry as it plays the right cords in people, and the wanderlust among them. Due to such
features it never goes out of fashion and demand.
Now it is only obvious that the governments of different nations tap into this sector with such immense potential. These
efforts come through tourism campaigns nations take on to market their countries.

INDIA

India is known all over the world for being the largest melting pot there is. With its great diversity in traditions,
culture, values, spirituality, religion, languages, food, clothing, monumental and natural beauty coupled with its
immense hospitality and ‘swag se karna sabka swagat’ its also called ‘gods own country’!
Surely, marketing such a nation to boom its tourism sector shouldn’t be a hard task; however this was done carefully and
intelligently. The phrase ‘Incredible India’ was officially adopted and branded in 2002. It was first adopted as a slogan
by the ministry of tourism. It formulated an integrated communication strategy with the aim of promoting India as an attractive destination for the discerning traveller. The tourism ministry engaged the services of advertising and marketing firm
Ogilvy & Mather (O&M) India to create a new campaign to increase tourist inflows into the country.
The campaign portrayed India as an attractive tourist destination by showcasing different aspects of Indian
culture and history like yoga, spirituality, among others. The campaign was conducted globally and received
appreciation from tourism industry observers and travellers alike.
In 2008, the Ministry of Tourism launched a campaign targeted at the local population to educate them regarding good
behaviour and etiquette when dealing with foreign tourists. Indian actor Aamir Khan was commissioned to endorse the
campaign which was titled "Atithidevo Bhava", Sanskrit for "Guests are like God".
However, marketing of tourism will only be effective if traveling to and in India is hassle free, safe and convenient for international tourists. After much deliberation The Ministry of Tourism has launched the ‘Incredible 2.0 Campaign’ during the
year 2017-18 to promote various destinations and areas such as spiritual, medical, and wellness tourism, with a budget of
$46 million. However for Incredible India to be credible, and produce results that were expected out of it the country needs
to change the on-ground perception of tourists and improve its infrastructure, only then can it mount a successful advertising campaign.

SOUTH AFRICA

South Africa, famous for its wild forest safari, and majestic fauna attracts around 16 million tourists as of 2018. Not only
this, south Africa is also known for famous places like Cape Town and Johannesburg, alongside its rich and beautifully
aged wine and history.
South Africa has taken up marketing itself in a very interesting manner. They realised that only advertising alone will not
solve their challenges or create sufficient travel to South Africa. It will instead, require the mobilization of all South Africans
to drive the country’s tourism efforts, inspired by bold and integrated communication that awakens all of their population
towards action, by travelling their own country.
This was done to ensure that instead of just selling South Africa as a brand to the rest of the world, they market the people,
their value systems, cultures traditions and history as well. It is only when a people of a nation love their own country can
they represent their coutry to the world outside.
South Africa followed a sort of inside-out tourism, ensuring that through this, the nation stays true to their own
selves and at the same time invite people into their diverse nation through this essence of self love and appreciation.
They are doing this through an advertisement, produced with the support of the Tourism Business Council of South Africa
(TBCSA), which will be shown across mainstream TV channels and then during advertisement breaks. It has been decided
that these advertisements will then be on rotation for the next three months on TV and digital platforms in South Africa.
It will feature images of everyday South Africans, narrated by an emotive script that delves into the diverse, colourful and
textured nature of who they are as South Africans and is accompanied by an inspirational, home-composed
soundtrack.
- Sanya Grover
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

We all talk about diversity and the importance of it in our daily lives. Conversations on imbibing
and entrenching diversity at different facets of the workplace and other areas have never been
louder than ever before. So what is diversity? In layman's language, diversity is when population
differences are well represented within a community. These usually factors in race, ethnicity, age,
ability, language, nationality, socioeconomic status, gender, religion, or sexual orientation. The
group should be ideally diverse if a wide variety of groups are represented. And why is diversity
ever so important at the workplace? Because it matters. People from various backgrounds have
different perspectives and bring in their diversified experience. Their contribution allows the group
to look at problems from all angles. The results are more often than not innovative. They bring in
huge economic profitability. How do we know that diversity increases profit? Each year, DiversityInc selects the 50 most diverse companies. FYI, DiversityInc is a very well-reputed publication
that reports research studies on the business benefits of diversity from the largest and most prominent companies in the world every year. It found that the 43 that were public corporations were
24% more profitable than the S&P 500. They made up just 7% of the Fortune 500 but generated
22% of its total revenue.

The Importance of Diversified Experience in

As impressive as the stats are, the real question is whether the top international companies rake
in diversity just to improve their figures or is it more than that? There are mentions of “different
perspectives” and “diversified experiences” in the above paragraph. Perspectives - it is a very
strong conjugation in the business world. If practised, it reaps in huge benefits. Let's take an
example of Johnson & Johnson. In 2018, Johnson and Johnson was No.1 on Diversity Inc.'s top
50 list. Its 10-member board of directors has two black men and three white women. There are
four women, one black, and one Hispanic in its 12-member executive team. Each member in this
group of 10 brings in something different to the table. Probably, every individual exhibits a different personality altogether. But most importantly, they bring in unique view-points. Thus, every
perspective matters. Without diversity of thought, innovation is thwarted, initiatives may stall, and
organization comes to a standstill.
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Roping in people especially leaders with diversified portfolios of International experiences bring
many advantages and success by MNCs, demonstrating their ability to work effectively with
various communication and working styles which in turn helps them successfully lead in different
cultural settings. They generally have a better understanding of how organisations operate internationally which puts them in a good position to help grow their operations in difficult markets. In
a globalised business world and increasingly technology-driven landscape, international experience adds a dimension in the ability to assimilate in various working environments. Even small
nuances, such as awareness of local laws, regulations and even customs, can give valuable
insights to a business. But what happens if an organization fails to comprehend such leadership
when it matters the most? We all know what happened with Walmart in Germany. Walmart is a
household name in almost every country in this world, and most people have heard of it at least
once. In 1997, Walmart decided to head for Germany and bought two popular German retail
chains. But Walmart's global fame and aggressive entry into foreign markets didn't work out well
in Deutschland. In 2006, after losing around $1 billion, Walmart had to leave Germany. For some
reason, a few American businesses have this false belief that every western country has the
same culture as theirs - but it's simply not true. This is also one of the reasons why Starbucks
failed in Australia.
So, what holds it altogether? How do International Business survive and then thrive? The answer
is to entrench the company's culture in such a way that both homegrown and foreign-hired executives have the same commitment to core values and management principles. For diversity to
work, every individual in the organisation has to buy into the value of diversity, not just hear some
rules about it. IBM, which has grown into a truly international company, does about 60% of its
business internationally and hires roughly 40% of its executives from outside the United States.
Diversity creates positive benefits when people believe in its intrinsic value. They can't just see
inclusive diversity as an obligation.

BURSTING OPPORTUNITIES
for International Business in the Coming Decades

“Time is the friend of the wonderful business, the enemy of the mediocre.”
Warren buffet once quoted, currently the fourth wealthiest person in the world and considered as one of the most
successful investors of all times by Forbes. Entering into the 20s, the evolving time brings a new diaspora of fields in the
world of contemporary business, leaving behind the practices and the conventional styles of business.
Businesses in today's digitally connected world are increasingly going global foraying into the new emerging sphere of
international business which brings together a whole spectrum of languages, technologies, cultures, curiosity and innovation. The significance of international business is greater than ever as businesses around the world are familiarizing
themselves with the rising phenomenon of “global-connectedness”. There has been a steady rise in the strata of International Business where the interaction has increased manifolds between the international customers and suppliers,
partners, or international markets. And, thus there is a growing need for business and management graduates with an
international perspective, who are capable of operating effectively in the globalised world.
But the question remains intact, what is driving the youth into venturing in the International business scenario? After
going through various platforms, features and opinions by different authors and industry experts, one factor outshines all
others i.e. Money! The Income generated through the careers in International relations & trade is staggering in figures.
Some of which are actually more than that of a financial consultant or a strategic manager working at a corporate house
or a sales manager working for an FMCG company. All of these mentioned have been the hot picks of a business management graduate till recent years.
There have been some popular in-demand international business careers that one could look forward to. One of them is
being the Global Management Analyst whose responsibility is to advise and help the companies find solutions to issues
regarding foreign markets. They work with companies on specific projects within a wide range of areas on a global scale,
including management, market research, corporate strategy, finance, and information technology. The annual median
salary is around $82,450 (i.e. around Rs. 59 Lakhs) and is expected to grow 14 percent faster than average through
2026.
Another great prospect lies in being an International Marketing Manager. They are responsible for increasing global
sales, analysing global market trends and develop products and that meet demand worldwide. The annual median
salary is around $129,380 (i.e. around Rs. 92 Lakhs) and is expected to grow 10 percent faster than average by 2026.
Amongst them, the need for International economists have also risen with their ability to analyse global issues, such as
international consumer demand for certain products or services, export-import management with a sole objective to help
increase profits working for major international organizations, federal, state, and local governments. The annual median
salary is around $102,490 (i.e. around Rs. 73 Lakhs) and is expected to grow 6 percent faster than average by 2028.
From consultant to marketing manager to economist, professionals who enter international business open themselves
up to roles shaping organizational strategy, directing global policy, and managing corporations. While there has been an
ongoing debate on job growth due to the current global economic slowdown, the future totally depends on the area of
business in which one chooses to work. One thing is certain that the prospects for success in international business are
expected to grow in the coming decade as the world shrinks due to technology.
- Malcolm Hendricks

So, the bottom line is that in order to succeed in the global economy today, more and more companies are relying on a diversified workforce. They build teams that offer the best functional
expertise from around the world, combined with deep, local knowledge of the most promising
markets. They draw on the benefits of international diversity, bringing together people from many
cultures with varied work experiences and different perspectives on strategic and organizational
challenges. All this helps multinational companies compete in the current business environment.
- Malcolm Hendricks
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“Without data, you’re just another person with an opinion”.~ Edwards Deming
In today's changing world where technology is fast-paced, HR has also taken a large leap. So basically HR analytics is a
data-driven approach for managing human resources. It is much more technical and you can say it has made work much
easier. It helps in managing people, helping in the recruitment process, assessing the needs of the firm, etc.

Human resources (HR) is the umbrella term used to describe the management and
development of employees in an organization. Basic functions of HR include recruitment, and
onboarding, managing payroll and benefits, training and development, employment law
compliance and safety compliance. However, with the due course of time, the role of HR in an
organization, has diluted and has led to emergence of many myths. The below acronym,
explains various myths about HR.

Previously, the work of an HR was regarded just as a caretaker of the employees. A person with good soft skills was
considered to be perfectly qualified to become an HR. But now with the introduction of HR Analytics, the work of an HR
has changed. Now an HR’s job has become more challenging as it is now data-driven and analytical. Let’s see how.
So basically one needs to understand that HR today is not a traditional role but has turned into a much more strategic
role. While people have this misconception that an HR for a company has no say in the decision making, it's the other way
round. And one such advancement in the field of HR is Analytics. For Example, let's take a look at how IBM used the
concept of HR Analytics to define which trait is most important for defining a successful salesperson. It was earlier thought
that an outgoing personality is the most important trait of a successful salesperson. But IBM-owned recruitment company,
Kenexa, after millions of surveys and assessments, concluded that Emotional Courage was the most important trait that
makes a successful salesperson which helps him/her to keep going on the sales pitch even after rejection. JetBlue, one of
the largest airline in the US, made an employee-satisfaction metric which focuses on its employee’s willingness to
recommend the company as a place to work to others. Every year, employees are asked on their joining date if they
would recommend the company so that JetBlue can effectively monitor employee satisfaction properly.Google uses
employee’s performance data to help low-performing employees to succeed. Google doesn’t use performance data to
look at the averages but to monitor the lowest performers on the distribution curve. They try to help the lowest 5% of the
performers.
- Aadya Grover

It is often said that the role of HR is restricted to hiring and firing. However, in today’s world, HR
wears many hats, like Learning and Development, Business Partnering, Talent Management
and
Talent Acquisition. The thought of being an HR professional, makes one feel useless and
.
underrated, as there have been a notion about HR being less able to climb the corporate
ladder. However, Industry reality suggests that it totally depends on the quality of work an
individual showcase, which leads to climbing the corporate ladder at a speed comparable to
others.

-Aadya Grover

Sometimes, people call HR as the puppet of executive team. It is true that HR is the medium between management and
employees, but it would be incorrect to say that it’s a one way communication channel. An HR acts as a management
representative but also acts as an advocate for its employees. A notion about HR being authoritative and argumentative
also exists, probably because of a frequent requirement by HR professionals to document everything on E-Mails, this is
because as Process Owners, it is important for them to follow and abide by the process and policy of the organization.
As Mark Twain said, “Every Generalization is dangerous, especially this one”. Generalizing a whole community of HR
professionals, because of a few negligent people, is irrational. Negligent individuals can exist everywhere, hence,
generalizing the whole HR community, because of a few bad apples is incorrect. Historically, it was said that HR is a
field that is dominated by women and it is not for men as it involves less field work and physical work, however if we
look at the data and statistical studies, about 43% of HR professionals in the world are males and that typically shows
that HR is not a field which is restricted to females.HR, whether a friend or a foe, is still a question in the minds of
employees. A notion about ‘HR police Patrol’ is quite persistent in organizations. However, it is important to understand,
that HR professionals are policy owners, and that employees and HR’s need to abide the Policies and Process of the
organization. Usually, individuals consider work of HR professionals to be a ‘Cake Walk’, and reduce it to organizing
Rangoli competitions, however Human Resource management is one of the toughest jobs, as taking care of employee
behavior is not everyone’s cup of tea. HR is viewed as a roadblock, a department to be avoided as much as possible on
the road while getting real business done. HR is for a reason and often has efficient staff that can make valuable
contributions on both personal and professional levels.
It is often said that the days of HR field is numbered. Some professionals think that HR departments will become
obsolete because newer artificial intelligence platforms and self-service tools will be able to screen and interview job
applicants, keep employees informed, keep track of employee information etc . However, newer investments in HR
technology will make this department even more necessary, as they will still need to keep the “human intelligence” in
HR while using newer advanced tech. It is often said that HR is stagnant, however according to statistics the field is
predicted to grow by 21 percent between now and 2020, which makes it one of the fastest growing fields.
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“Entrepreneurship
is living a few years of your life like some people won’t, so you can live
the rest of your life, like other people cannot.”

So, I still remember in standard 6th or 7th, when I couldn’t even pronounce the erstwhile fancy French
word “Entrepreneur”, “Entrepreneurship”, much less know the meaning. Now, that I write this article
at currently 28.5355° N, 77.3910° E (yes, I checked) I’d like to ask you all, DO YOU KNOW WHAT
ENTREPRENEURSHIP IS? Who, or since he is not less than a valuable asset, what an entrepreneur
is?
Is he just a business mogul, which more than one area of business and/or investment? So, If I invest Rs.
500 in shares of Apple tomorrow, and another 500 in Hindustan Construction, DO I become an
entrepreneur?
Or Is an entrepreneur a venture capitalist, always looking for ways to expand markets, cost-reducing
methods, and new products to sell and earn profits?

Wright Brothers vs. Glenn Curtiss.
Everyone knows the Wright Brothers were the ones who built the

first flying plane, Wilbur Wright was the first person to have a
manned-flight, but it was Glenn Curtiss who saw it as an
entrepreneurial opportunity and with improvement in the model
along with Henry Ford, as his guardian angel, worked towards
capitalizing it. Wright Brothers spend their life fighting a losing
patent battle where Glenn Curtiss ended up making billions and
billions of hard cash. He was an entrepreneur; Wright Brothers were
not.

Steve Jobs vs Bill Gates
The race to who modernized the technology first was a long one

with these two. Both brilliant mindsets, sharp, smart 5000 miles
apart, but the race to the PC software was the one none of them
won. It was Gary Kildall, who innovated the PC software, which is
used in both Mac and Microsoft laptops alike but Jobs and Gates
both, who opportunized it.

Well, I think the biggest entity that makes an entrepreneur what he is, is RTC – Risk Taking Capacity.

He knows what he is getting into, and gets into head-on. No bar to financial bankruptcy, environment,
reputation, he is a shameless marketer with eyes only on the rewards that the risks will reap. An
entrepreneur is the one who understands Mark Twain when he said, “The secret of getting ahead, is
getting started.”
And so is entrepreneurship. It is not an art, not a science, it’s a practice.
Innovation, on the other hand in words of Hipotyl Di Livery is “the ability to see change as an opportunity,
not a threat.” Thomas Edison, Graham Bell, Fleming, Da Vinci, all were innovators who came up with
their innovations when the world was too young, too apprehensive. Da Vinci himself was called a lazy
hag, a crazy madman, but he was indeed the “renaissance man” who made models of bicycles,
helicopters, at least on paper.
Thomas Alva Edison, with his General Electric Corporation, Graham Bell with his Bell Telephone
Company and Walt Disney, with the Disney Brothers Studio are just some examples of innovators
turned into entrepreneurs. I wish I could say entrepreneurs and innovation always go together, like
bread butter, tea, and sugar but I have examples that prove to the contrary.

I can go on to list the facts with examples about various instances of funding that has gone to waste,
LeSports, a Hongkong based sports venture, funded by HNA Capital and others lost 1.7$ and had to
shut down due to inability to meet the rent. Arrivo, a futuristic transportation startup, amounted losses
up to 1B$.
There have been entrepreneurs who have gone mad, or overambitious with lust and greed. Lack of
knowledge, lack of experience, lack of capital, lack of customer orientation are just factors that
lead to wastage of individual, national and global resources as well, which are already so scarce.
So, I ask you why can’t intelligence and agility exist separately? We have well established that if innovation is a bird, then entrepreneurship is what gives it wings. It’s high time we stop expecting
so much from an entrepreneur and start giving more credit to innovators.
Founder of Ford Motor Company, Henry Ford said, “Whether you think you can, or think you
can’t — you’re right.” So, essentially it is you who has the power to make or break. Be a doer, a
dreamer, a believer, someone who sees possibility everywhere. To innovate, to inspire, shouldn’t be
the goal, it should be to be happy, to be successful and leave the world a better place then you found
it.

“ Thinking new things is creativity, doing new things is........
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- Avnie Bansal

Innovation”
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STARTUPS & INITIATIVES

PAWW

“Until one has loved an animal, one's soul remains unawakened!”
With this feeling, masterfully captured by Anatole France, french poet and journalist, Sahil Mathur and
Rudresh Kapoor would like to introduce to you, PAWW.
Founded in 2019, Paww, is a Start-Up India recognised community- building the largest platform in India to
connect people in the pet service industry to pet owners. We wanted to come up with a service that
would revolutionise the pet service industry, making it more sensitive and efficient to pets, and
their needs while keeping in mind the concerns and wishes of their caretakers.
And so to further this thought; Paww came into existence and it constantly aims to be India's largest
discovery platform for all things pet friendly. On Paww's platform, users will be able to share and view
content about pets for free as well as scan their localities for the best pet care service providers and pet
centric events. Not only this but our customers will also get to review and rate all pet friendly restaurants,
groomers, boarding facilities, vets they discover through Paww. For our future plans, we aim to make the
lives of Pet-Parents easier and use technology as a platform to solve their problems while also connecting
them to other pet lovers and experts. We are collaborating with Restaurants, Hotels and Co-working
spaces to make them Pet-Friendly. Our goal is to streamline all pet services into one platform, which
is efficient, and hassle free.
We see PAWW as a ‘One Stop, Pet Shop’ primary focus being on building a seamless experience for
people and creating a platform where we can make everything from Adoption of pets to making sure all the
needs of your Pet are fulfilled in minimum time without any physical barriers.

XUBERANCE

Initiative and creativity, the words which describe the life of an entrepreneur in a nutshell. Such is the way
for Archit Malhotra, Chris Sadh and Sambhav Jain, the founders of Exuberance Events . The startup
focuses on Artist and Event Management and handling fests all over India along with catering to the artist
and all production related requirements. The startup came into being with collective experience as Archit
has been working with Tribe Vibe over the past years and sambhav and Chris have been working with
grapevine and because of their established contacts they started with their own venture. They have been
doing quite well for themselves and organized Windfall Dj in Ramanujan College Fest, Delhi University on
4th march and also handled the show of Akash Gupta the famous Comicstaan 2 winner and were actively
involved throughout the production as well. Apart from this in the Gulabi Bagh Holi Festival on 7th march
they also organized a competition among three EDM and BDM artists and were also able to bring in one
Comedian for the fest. They have also been tapping various colleges in Delhi-NCR, Meerut, Chandigarh
and Kolkata as well.
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MAANSEEKH
Young and insightful, Rijul Gupta, a second year student of the Symbiosis Centre for
Management Studies, started a mental initiative of her own that she named
MaanSeekh - for you, by you. The initiative focuses primarily on creating awareness and
educating people relating to mental health. It seeks to break the stigma that has been
lingering on in our society since ages and to reach out to people who need dire help with
regards to their mental well-being. At MaanSeekh, we believe that even a little step can make
a huge difference in the world. Maanseekh is making gradual and constant efforts towards this
for which we have already collaborated with an NGO that caters to disabilities, both physical and
mental.
You will be thrilled to know that our initiative through various modes such as bake sales, nukkad naataks and word of
mouth has been able to raise around INR 40,000. MaanSeekh is active on various social media platforms like Instagram
and Facebook. It was not long ago when our founder decided to come up with a 30-day challenge on Instagram with an
initial slogan- “Happiness is an inside job”. The challenge was designed with simple and fun tasks to de-stress people
amidst their busy lives. It received an overwhelming response from the followers of the page. We also have an email
service in which we attach content, posts and information regarding mental health to aware and educate people. If you
want to speak up about your personal struggles with regards to mental health, you should. We are open to listening to
you and your stories. Come join us to break the stigma at @maanseekh on Instagram and facebook, you can also
contact us via email at maanseekh.mentalhealthcare@gmail.com.
Come out and break free from the unnecessary shackles of this stigma.

PROJECT CLAP
Project CLAP which stands for Creating Leaders for Activism and Policy is a Project based student run NGO which aims
to accomplish the 17 Sustainable Development Goals laid by the United Nations to help countries and their citizens come
closer to development and improved quality of life. The basic target zone of NGO goes with achieving all the 17 SDG's
where there will be strategies by young young activists and transforming them into reality and working all together for a
better future by attending the Sustainable Development Goals agenda 2030. Till now CLAP has already held workshops
on Menstrual Hygiene workshop in govt girls school attended by over 1200 girls and an online campaign as
#me_and_my_period_story. CLAP also aims to discuss rights and issues faced by people one such was about the
#me_and_my_period_stor
LGBTQ people for which clap organised a Pride Parade which consisted of 750+ attendees along with many societies
volunteering for flash mobs,photowalk during the parade . Under the SDG 4 CLAP undertook a slum area and organised
a summer camp for the students in that
area which consisted of both curriculum
and extra curricular activities like self
defence which is an important aspect of
life these days. Clap further has worked on
policy works,aims to Target mental health
,and situations of climate change in the
near future.
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Internship

EXPERIENCES
AKSHIT RASTOGI
I'm currently interning in Wunderman Thompson which is a unit of Wires and
Plastic Products abbreviated as WPP.

Nishtha Pandit
I interned at 6Degrees BCW. BCW is a global PR network which
acquired 6Degrees a few years ago.
PR Intern - tasks included extensive media tracking, documentation,
finding and proposing stories to journalists, research on events and
interactions for the brands I worked on. Brands - PepsiCo,Google and
Dove.
The first day I joined, PepsiCo was going through the 'potato crisis'
getting backlash from politicians, journalists, farmers and mislead public.
Crisis management is any PR exec's worst nightmare and accurate test.
I was flustered, confused and inspired seeing how agile the team was
and were still able to teach me. I wanted to try PR to see if it's my cup of
tea or not... I found in 2 days it isn't. But what it taught me were skills of
extensive research, speaking to senior journalists without fear of being
judged and actually getting stories published. Most of all it taught me how
to bring order to my work style and become a better reader too!

I'm working as Account management trainee also known as Client servicing
trainee. First of all, I would like to clear the dilemma around the students that
even these big companies don't specifically look for an experienced person.
With their training program, they have given an opportunity to the people with
great potential to explore the world of advertising. One thing I have learned the
most working here is that nothing is that difficult unless you consider it to be. If
you understand the work with interest, you'll be able to deliver the best with no
regrets or a bundle of excuses to hide behind. As a fresher, I have learned that
advertising is not more of desk job. People here work in a zone that helps them
bring out the best and the most distinctive idea. Even though we are burdened
with the fact that we create a brand and its identity, I have never felt the need
to step out of my comfort zone to pull some strings. People are way more
passionate about their work than nagging about it.
WT is a well organized entity that has always deemed their employees
imperative. It has made me learn about time management, pressure handling
and how to earn and spend your money.

SAKSHAM KWATRA
AIESEC Czech Republic (International Volunteer)

AFREED AHAMAD
Decathlon India Pvt Ltd (Retail logistician)
I undertook an eight-week Internship at Decathlon India Pvt Ltd, I can
honestly say that my time spent interning with Decathlon resulted in one of
the best winters of my life. Not only I gained practical skills but I also had
the opportunity to meet many fantastic people. The atmosphere at the
Gurgaon office was really welcoming which made me feel right at home.
My primary responsibility was to maintain highest level of service and
accuracy while doing inventory of the stock, avoiding errors such as
incorrect counts, wrong product, incomplete order, size or product damage
and Ability to utilise exceptional problem solving and communication skills
to influence business and technical audience.
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Being away for 6 weeks and living alone in a completely different world has
taught me a lot of things. I have grown and my perspective has changed in
ways I never would have imagined. Having my own adventure and
exploring various places on my own has proven to me that anything is
possible and that I can do anything. It was the best time of my life and I will
always remember how choosing to go out and discover what the world has
in store for me was life-changing and will be something I will always cherish.
Ernst & Young (Business Tax Analyst)
I had a chance to intern with EY, one of the largest professional services
firms in the world, in their Business Tax Department. As a Tax Analyst, my
work was centered around understanding the business and revenue
models of the various prospective clients, and identifying the companies
that could be a potential client for EY based on a number of parameters.
The primary focus was on the transactions being done by the corporates
and the potential tax issues that they’d face.
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Why you
should
check your
phone first
thing in
the
morning
Rahul Bhatnagar in
conversation with
Avnie Bansal
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With over 1 lakh followers on
Instagram, and still rising, Mr.
Rahul Bhatnagar is on an
all-time high.
Delivering content day in and
day out, he is a speaker by
profession
and
is
an
Award-Winning Entrepreneur. He
has *MTV Fame* & holds the
*World Record for delivering 50
Speeches on 50 Consecutive
Days*. He has Trained *2,00,000+
people* till date and is extremely
passionate about making others
successful. His Josh Talks video
is amongst the *Top 7 most
viewed videos* on their YouTube
channel within just 5 months.
So, In talk with this social media
tycoon, Avnie Bansal gets an
intake about his motivation in
life and why he suggests to
“check your phone” first thing in
the morning.
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WHILE SCALING UP WITH
UNICORNS, YOU TEND TO
GROW YOUR HORIZON
EXPONENTIALLY.
SAYS MR SUDEEP GUPTA

IN CONVERSATION WITH KUNAL KAPOOR
1. What would be the piece of advice that worked for you ?
Spend the first and last hour of your day wisely - Planning and bucketing your
tasks.
2. What do you feel about Corporate Culture in our country?
Corporate culture is evolving at a fast pace, Big corporates are trying to bring the
young and dynamic startup culture. On other hand, startups are thriving to move
towards corporate structure.
3. How do you think the business world is changing with time?
Being frugal is the need of the hour, with innovative business ideas which bring
value are being valued more than old traditional business with key focus on
solving some issue.
4. What's that one thing which you think if you would've known when you
were in college then the journey would have been easier?

No corporate would give you the respect which you can command being an
entrepreneur. After some point you would realize many people aspire to have a
startup of their own, however only few take the bold step towards this path. So if
you think of starting something - just grab the opportunity as soon as you have
evaluated the idea.
5. How do you cope up with stress in your work life?
Everyone needs to find out their own passion, for me it’s playing badminton.
Even if you are stressed out or not there should be something which remains
constant. I call sports my first love.

6. How has your journey been so far with the startups that you've worked
for?

I would say it has been very enriching while scaling up with unicorns, you tend to
grow your horizon exponentially. While you work with a pace of growing in
multiples - 3x, 5x or sometimes even more. The risk taking appetite also
develops while you work with start ups.
7. What according to you are the basic mantras to be followed to run a
successful startup in today's market?
Stay focused - There is a solution to most of the problems, Never Stop Learning
as it never exhausts mind and Don’t forget your roots in process of growth
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Being an IT graduate from Amity University, to going ESCP, Paris for MBA and to
ISB, Hyderabad for Executive Education, Sudeep has extensive international travel
background with experience of working with over 35 nationalities and has
himself worked in the cities of Europe like London, Paris and Dusseldorf.
Sudeep is currently working with OYO Hotels as Director - International Business.
Prior to this, he was associated with Cars24 as Associate Director for 3 years and
also Co-founded, Café Buddy’s Foods Pvt. Ltd., F&B retail chain.
He is a member of Indo French Chamber of Commerce (IFCCI), Indo German
Chamber of Commerce (IGCC), Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and
Industry (FICCI), Indian Franchise Association (IFA), National Restaurant
Association of India (NRAI), Ambassador of ESCP (India)
He was Awarded as "Young Promising Entrepreneur" for the year 2010-11,
Appointed as "Ambassador" for ESCP, Paris, won “Star Performer” at Bharti
Teletech in year 2010 and has been called as Guest Speaker at IIT Delhi, Delhi
University, Amity Open Forums, French Embassy, ESCP, Paris.
8. What's your call on the mentality that is growing in our country that one
must tend to be a job creator, not a jobseeker?
I somehow support this mentality, as I have been an entrepreneur and now an
Intrapreneur. The motivation and the satisfaction which you get creating
something of your own and nurturing it is definitely priceless.
9. Being an alumnus from one of the best Educational Institutes in
Europe, what do you feel is the main difference between the kind of
education that the Indian Institutions provide to that in Europe?
While Indian Institutes at large are working on getting the right mix of theoretical
and practical exposure. Main difference is having the right mix of theoretical and
Practical knowledge / exposure, Also working with different nationalities open the
horizon of understanding new culture, other nationalities and the experiences we
get while working with other students from different parts of the world.
10. How do you think the gap between kind of Education that is provided in
the European countries and India can be filled?

Collaborating with good b-schools, running exchange programs. Learning from
best practices and benchmarking the Indian institute with top global university
every year.
11. What piece of advice would you like to give to the students planning to
go abroad for Masters/Education?
You should do thorough research of the university which you plan to apply for,
speak with few alumni’s, understand their experience, placement opportunities,
refer FT rankings.

12. What kind of people do you look for as employees in OYO?
Self Starter, Passionate, High in Integrity with risk taking appetite.

13. Being the Director of International Business at OYO what do you think
about the International Business Practices going on in the global markets?
I think Statups / Unicorns are new to most of the global markets. Or probably as
exposed as India would be, there is no right or wrong international business
practices. As in start up it’s more to scale the business with solid foundation and
focus on solving the issue for which the business exist.
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Faculty in Charge: Mr. Abhinav Pal

@symunc19

SYMUNC

The world today is fraught by violence, aggression, and intolerance causing misery beyond definition. Amidst this,
there is a necessity of an oasis where beautiful minds can engage in meaningful discussion, compassionate hearts
steady towards rightful deliberation and responsible individuals indulge in the debate to advocate justice and welfare for
one and all.
Symbiosis Centre Of Management Studies presented the 6th edition of the Symbiosis Model United Nations
Conference 2019 (SYMUNC) on 18th and 19th October 2019, providing a similar platform to almost 500 delegates
from more than 100 institutions from all over the country to present their ideology on first world problems.

SYMUNC was a composition of 4 United Nations committees- General Assembly, Security Council, Commission on
Status of Women, Human Rights Council and 3 additional committees- World Economic Forum, All India Political
Party Meet and Mafia Lords discussing various global issues along with a fantastic executive board to regulate
discussion to add up to a wonderfully planned out and executed event.
Here are a few things that Akshit Seth (The Secretary General) and Esha Tripathi (The Director General) wanted to
mention about the conference-

THE ORGANISING COMMITTEE
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SYMVAAD, also conducts the magnum opus of the debating realm “SYMCHARCHA”.
SYMCHARCHA every year boasts participants from all over India and has escalated to
the position of 2 nd best Debating competition this year. SYMCHARCHA had a foot fall of
approximately 300 participants this time!!
The quality of the show isn’t measured by the number of participants, but the members
who pulled the show off. And the OC of SYMCHARCHA, was par excellence to say at
least.
With butterlfies in their stomachs and sweat on their foreheads, 17 TH January, the morning of the first day of SYMCHARCHA saw the OC members all occupied and restless but
at the same time excited for the day to unfold. Rakshita Kochhar, charged up as ever and
ready to taste the fruit of the hard work of her society, which she did the minute she
announced
“ I, Rakshita Kochar declare the event open”
which was followed by a thunderous round of applause. She was indeed the powerhouse
of the event.
Yoshita Pathania was the buzzy bee of the event, successful in keeping everyone elated
and happy through her humorous personality, acting as the binding glue of the OC. “
Yoshita is not just a name but an emotion” she says.
Ravikiran Reddy College’s own KABIR SINGH, managed to awestruck us one and all by
his strong stature and personality. Archit Malhotra and Shivam Gupta the Karan-Arjun duo
played an inordinate role in making the event a success by bringing endless participants
to an extent where we had to stop taking more registrations.
Chandni Kumar, added just the right amount of sparkle and glamour to the event by bringing her charisma in her excellent PR Skills. Akarshan Mahajan who held the forte in
dispute handling and Rupashi Sehgal with her enthusiastic and compassionate personality were the paramount fit for the Equity Team. One of the finest marketer ever produced
by Symbiosis is none other than Chris Sadh, who took over the pedestal of Marketing
Head of SYMCHARCHA’20.
SYMCHARCHA’20s story goes back roughly 6 month where the planning of the
magum-opus started, leading to the posting of the first video on 5 th November on Social
Media, then opening the registration on 11th December to closing the registrations finally
on 12 th January, the real hard work started 2 months ago when the marketing team started promoting the event by contacting various schools and colleges to the IT team designing posts, the sponsorship team promoting the event even further, Adjudicator and Participants Co- Coordinator team overseeing everything and Rakshita, Yoshita and Ravikiran
directing and managing everyone. But amidst all the serious work, Prabhash and Kunal
Kapoor the jokers of the Committee made everyone laugh and which helped creating
bonds, relations, and a plethora of memories that the 3 rd year members would surely
miss the most.
All successful shows face hurdles, problems and issues, and Symcharcha’20 was no
different, but it was the grit and determination of the OC Members that made this hurdles
look minimalistic, which helped making Symcharcha’20 the success it was. The chapter
of Symcharcha 2020 ended with a happy note on 18 th January only to be opened again
in 2021 on a much bigger scale.
We the team of Sympatrika’20 wishes team Symvaad all the very best and hopes that all
their problems are solved through quality discussions and debate which can thus create
a better world to live in.
The faculty in-charge - Mr. Narendra Chaudhary

@symvaad
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SYMAROH

Voyage is a long journey that one takes forth with multiple hindrances at front to achieve a new
learning, a new beginning. And voyage is what it has been since last 7 years, transfiguring those
hindrances of voyage to milestones, transpiring from a small fest with few resources at helm, to
making it the flagship event of SCMS Noida at its best.

Team Technatics - Designing and printing all marketing material like creatives, posters, banners,
hoardings, brochures and basically any common touchpoint that anybody had with the event, the IT
team, or as we know them, Team Technatics, fantastically took care of, under guidance of Alan Jacob
and Esha Tripathi.

Showblazed with emphatic memories, trailblazing energy, skillful display of management as an
epitome with too many artists to boast off, starting from Cherry Deep, Akshay Zack, Dj Drip,
DjMogambo, Anchor GD Sayal. But the showstopper was what one can say the ultimate with a
curtain down of this fest, that spectacularly filled the place with not even a tiny space to spare,
that brought down a crowd of 2000+ and filled the air with exuberance, made by a man we know
as Parmish Verma- an absolute rock star, truly.

Events team - Headed by Radhika Bakshi, Sanathan Loona and Adit Jain, this team had been working
from the very start, planning events, their rules and regulations, working with the marketing and
registrations team to pull in participants and actually hosting planned events with utmost perfection.
They made SYMAROH what it was.

"Arise, awake and stop not, until the goals are achieved" words immortalized by Swami
Vivekananda, but what was perfectly portrayed by the faculty-in-charges of Symaroh'20, Dr.
Rishi Manrai and Mrs. SharmilaAtri, along with the rock solid core leadership of the Overall
student Coordinator Akshit Seth who in his own words, had “sacrificed days and nights of
sleep, personal time and other commitments to ensure that the event was planned and
executed with absolute perfection” to mark yet another one of his many success stories in
the institute in a span of three golden years. “We started very early to plan and work for this
mega carnival. Having the summer break in its initial period
gave us a chance to explore and find the right balance and
objective for the event and the people associated with it.”

Registrations Team - This team, headed by Suraj Bansal and Swasti Malik had probably sacrificed the
most in terms of time and effort. From making cold calls, mailing and maintaining databases, handling
800+ registerations, their work was indeed, very cumbersome.
Security Team - Working day and night to chalk out security plans, going on campus walks with
production team to securing the campus during event, the security Team headed by Abhit Singh and
Sanatan Loona made sure that a safe environment was created in the
campus.

“Post summer break, the entire OC started to work
together and our plans started to really develop and take
shape. Every member had their own timelines and
challenges to face, however, keeping our spirits high and
smoothly following the strategies planned, we kept on
racing ahead, acing our timelines. We all had created so
many beautiful memories throughout the entire journey
and it was indeed, a fantastic experience”

Logistics Team - Headed by Anuj Wadhwa and Garvit Gupta.
Logistics Team played a silent but immensely important role of
providing material to all the event heads for their respective events,
while at the same time making sure that no wastage is created. All
about inventory management!
Creativity Team - Creativity Team brought shimmer & sparkle.to the
event with their splendid decoration planning and execution. Kudos to
Meghna Jain, Pernika Bhatia, Zainab Hasan, Himani Gera, Srishti
Maini, Disha Goel, Himshikha Rastogi, Shraddha Tripathi, Neha Tayal,
Priya Saraogi, Aayushi Aggarwal and Anshika Gupta!

“SYMAROH was a just a two day event for the audience but
only I and the entire OC know and acknowledge the
amount of effort, time and restless days that have gone
into making it the success it turned out to be”

Aperture - Capturing the moments of today that will wow our hearts
tomorrow, aperture kept these memorable moments from running away
that will certainly make you feel nostalgic in future. Headed by Aaditya Rai
and Saurabh Kumar, aperture covered the event and celebrity
performances beautifully.

“The core organizing committee from final year played an
essential role in the building of the event.”
Production Team - From making layouts to turning them into
reality, from setting up stage to organizing celebrity
performances,
ensuring
smooth
functioning
and
communication between all departments, this team does it all!
Headed by our very own OSC Akshit Seth and supported by
marketing head Chris Sadh, it was no surprise that this year
Symaroh was hit and lit.

Symaroh 2020 left lasting memories not only in the minds of the
participants but also for the Event Organizing Committee. The gala food
parties, fun countdown boomerangs, the OC group photographs,
unforgettable nights all members spent together working, the list of great
memories is endless.
“It was eﬀorts of all the teams including the 2nd And 1st year OC members,
who worked very very hard by the way, that made the SYMAROH an
absolute delight. Yes, there were some inevitable issues considering the
grand scale of the event but, we as a team, overcame all diﬃculties with
great cooperation and made it truly memorable and remarkable”

Marketing Team - The backbone of our competitive
events-marketing team headed by Chris Sadh covered more
than 120 colleges in the span of 2 months to ensure a great
footfall for the fest which played an instrumental role in
liveliness of the event. Esha Tripathi undertook the extremely
essential task of online marketing with utmost perfection.
Sponsorship Team - Getting money out of an sponsor’s
pocket is a difficult task but they made it all look so simple this
year. The team, headed by Rakshita Kochhar and Mohit
Kashyap, kept pitching sponsors and ensured that get good
food and a great experience end up being the highlights of the
event this year with sponsorship of more than 5 lakhs and 20
stalls of different cuisines.

@symaroh.scms
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Hospitality Team - A good event would not have been possible if this team hadn’t ensured that not just
all our guests but the entire OC was not being taken care of in terms of timely meals and water supply.
This team, headed by Afreed Ahmed was our biggest happy pill.

DO CHECK OUT THE OFFICIAL INSTAGRAM PAGE TO GET A
DEEPER INSIGHT ABOUT THE EVENT.

Akshit Seth
OSC
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“If you can’t fly then run, if you can’t run then walk, if you
can’t walk then crawl, but whatever you do you have to keep
moving forward”

CORPORATE INTERFACE AND TALENT PARTNERSHIP CELL
(CITP)
Every institute plays a vital role in shaping the future of scholar in two ways: First, how institutional academic is
designed to inculcate the skill sets among students. Secondly, how those skill sets are enabling them to achieve various
life goals. So its very important for institute to have strong academic curriculum to that it can enable to achieve those
life gaols. Here in SCMS-N, we keep these two aspects as a core of our functioning which goes hand in hand. Our
academic curriculum is designed keeping these competitive attributes in account to complement our placement activities.
The Placement Cell plays a crucial role in facilitating these hard/soft skills among students by conducting
various technical and commercial workshops, certification courses from renowned associations, and guest
lectures form industry experts. In extension to these activities, we also provide placement and internship
assistance to our students.
The Placement Cell organizes career guidance programmes for all the students starting from first year. The cell arranges training programmes like Mock Interviews, Group Discussions, Communication Skills Workshop etc and it also organizes Public Sector Exam Training for students who are interested to join Government Sectors. It also invites HR Managers from different industries to conduct training programmes for final year students.

Faculty In Charges : Dr. Sunita Dwivedi, Ms. Saba Khalid and Ms. Gunjan Kaushik

GENESYM’20
To help students to keep moving forward, the Corporate Interface Talent Partnership Cell or CITP: The Placement and Internship Cell of SCMS NOIDA organized the 2nd edition of Genesym’20: The Internship Fair on
28th February for 2nd year management students.
The untiring efforts of the cell made it possible to complete the target of pitching more than 30 companies catering to
specializations like Marketing, Finance, Human Resources, International Business and Business Analytics at the campus
for 150 students who had registered and participated in the Fair. The companies that offered internships included a
large number of well-known startups. Among top leaders like Sharekhan, Viacom, Outlook, FWCA, Bharti AXA
and Biryani Blues were also present at the campus offering internships opportunities.
Genesym’ 20 witnessed the participation of 150 students, receiving 100 internship offers from 40 companies
with good stipends. Companies like Sharekhan selected 31 students; Splat studios 7 students; Croblaze and
Saymonk Consultants 6 students and many more companies with huge amount of participation and selection. The best part of the events is that everyone showed a great deal of hard work, determination and support to the
make the event a huge success which led to fruitful association with the companies. Some of the companies like Outlook
and CaféTech were so happy with the performance and zeal of students during the Genesym’ 20 interviews that they
decided to come for the placement season as well.
Genesym’20 as described by the OC members “Voyage is along enroute that one takes forth with multiple hindrances
achieve new learning, a new beginning. And Voyage is what it has been since the last two years for us, transfiguring those
hindrances of voyage into milestones”
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The Placement Cell not only operates round the year to build bridge between companies and graduates but also plays
a huge role in motivating and making the students industry ready.
CITP, the placement cell of our college is the backbone of our institution. It works day and night making sure that every
student who seeks for campus placement/ internship gets the right job for them. The cell not only offers full support to
the companies who visit the campus for conducting placement drives but also doesn’t hesitate to hold up with any of
the student’s queries. The college also provides all necessary infra-structural facilities and logistics required for the
placement drive.
The placement cell of our college is quite effective with a few reputed firms coming in to our campus for conducting their
placement drives. Various positions are offered in Marketing, Human Resource Management, Finance, Research and
International Business domains. Among many, a few well-known companies visited our campus are FIS Global Business Solution India Pvt Ltd, Decathalon, Magnon Eye-plus, Extramarks, Watt consult , Outlook for recruiting
students from our campus, offering them both placements as well as internships along with deserving salary packages.
It has been successful in maintaining high placement statistics over the years and the fact that students bear the recession blues with record breaking placements itself is a testimony to the cell’s quality. The college’s ingenious alumnae
have set new standards in the corporate world through their estimable contributions and it is a firm conviction that the
cell will continue that legacy in the years to come.

It comprises of various departments such as:
1. Internships and BDA handling
2. Placements drive
3. Strategy planning
4. Documentation
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If we go through the timeline of Symbiosis Center
for Management Studies-Noida, we’ll find a lot of
events and activities that help us reminisce the
fondest of memories. But what makes those
memories come alive?
It
It’s the photographs. The photographs clicked by our
very own photography team, Aperture. Aperture isn’t
a mere society to its members, but it’s a home away
from home. They are the one’s you’ll see running
around the campus, with their cameras in their hands,
before an event starts, bending into absolutely
ridiculous positions to get the perfect shot, Aperture
does it all. Started 5 years ago, Aperture has grown
from strength to strength. From being the first one’s to
reach an event to being the last one’s to leave,
Aperture is the one who sees it all.
For the pillars of the society, Aditya and Sourav, they
have seen the society emerge into what it is today.
From a mere 5 people in their 1st Year, to today a
family of 30 talented photographers, the society has
come a long way under their tutelage.
For them, Aperture isn’t just a photography society,
but an institution in itself. It helps you grow as a tram
member as well as an individual. You’ll see Aperture
members interacting with everyone, be it the
students, the teachers or even the Admin Office!
Amidst the hustle-bustle and all important discussions
about planning out how to cover an particular event,
Aperture knows how to have fun as well. For them
their work is their chill time as well. The moments of
going through reams of raw photos, getting to reliving
the experience one more time, seeing the posers,
capturing the excitement of the spectators and the
performers just before their performances. That is
Aperture’s fun and that is their reward.
And what could be said about the camaraderie and
bond they share....
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Alan Jacob still remembers when he gave the
interview to join the society three years back. And
since then he says, “It’s been a crazy ride.”
“Technatics as a society has grown tremendously
over the years, in terms of quantity(members) and
quality. There’s so much scope of growth and I
want it to reach it’s peak potential but that’s really
what any “head” would want, isn’t it?“ reflects
Esha Tripathi, over her journey and expectations
from the society.

From going on photo-walks to putting up the new photo
wall for the college, each of these things, have been
etched as a memory in the minds of these photographers.
The camaraderie is so, that the heads have said it more
than enough that it’s their people they will miss the most
about the society.
Aperture is a very easily the backbone of any event. An
event is incomplete without these constant click shots and
the ever so lasting candid take away. They are the faces
of the SCMS-N, even from behind the scenes.
For new members who join, for more photo-walks, for
putting up a new photo wall, for the hope that the
whatsapp conversations to never get leaked, to more
bonding on ridiculous and hilarious jokes,
the Team of Sympatrika’20 and SCMS-N hopes that
Aperture continues creating endless memories for
themselves and endless, timeless and the most beautiful
memories for us through their photos.

Technatics is The Tech Society of SCMS,
Noida. It is possibly the only society that works all
year around. From the Pi-Wat banners to your
farewell invites, the people
behind the creation and distribution of all the
creatives are technatics.
We are even the ones designing your alumni meet
invite.
So, essentially, we are with you for 95% of your
mind-boggling college journey.
When asked how do they think technatics will help
them in the future, they said,
“Technatics is a place where you have a choice.
You are given something to design, You can either
make the same, basic poster or do something
new, out of the box and leave a lasting impression.
So, technatics really pushes one forward to learn
new things and never settle for normal”
“Creating a main marketing poster for an
enormous event like SYMAROH can be a major
hit or miss. If it’s a miss then it could potentially
depreciate the public image of the event or the
institute. Things like branding .
“Attendance,” jokes Alan when asked about the
motivating drivers of the society, “closely followed
by praise and recognition.” Cause he says that,
“Posters, standees, banners are things that
everyone sees all over college and social media.
They are pretty hard to miss.” Also, he says that
“The power of technatics is that You know
everyone and everyone knows you. Besides, it’s
really fun when you see your design go from a 24
inches desktop screen to a 180 x 72 inches life
size banner.”

Esha says, “The fact that we create the common
touchpoints between SCMS and the world
outside and just that feeling, is very, very
liberating. We use our talent and creativity to
create a phenomenon that is our institutional
brand.”
When asked about their favourite memories,
Alan chose to say, “SCAM” and nothing more
while Esha chose The annual cultural festSymaroh and making of The annual
magazine -Sympatrika as her favourite golden
moments.
So, cheers to many more bunked lectures to go
to BP “to work” and various “+1” messages or
even gossiping about everything that happens
inside the doors of SCMS, Noida. May this
“pratha” continue for a long long time.

TECH

NATICS
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The MUN Society of SCMS-N brings together like minded people who’re eager to enter into
the international community and learn about multilateral diplomacy, public speaking, persuasion, real world problems, international treaties, world history, current affairs etc.

CHANDNI KUMAR

“Bhai yaar kahan hai sab, message daalo group par” or “SYMBEATS ko yaha par bhi
dance karna hai kya?”- which becomes the buzzing question before any event.
Symbeats culminated its existence in just a span of 2 years. In these 2 years what made
symbeats soar through the skies is the ‘CONNECT’ ; be it the connection with your audience,
the crew ,or your inner self. Dance is a form of art, and just like all forms of art, it conveys a
message (which gets acknowledged). It made the team express themselves in front of all the
lights and galore audiences. And truly imbibes some quintessential qualities such as leadership. Talking about leadership , it wasn’t so hard for our third year members to lead us and
guide us on the right path all it took was some after-college practice sessions, some
after-party scenes some off-stage incentives and some ghar ka khana.
Here is a short summary of symbeats as a society//

S
T
A
E
B
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“Practice at 9 ka bhoot humehsa rulaega
Magar class bunk karna sabko yaad aayega
Beet jayege din yeh sochte sochte
ki , ‘didi budget kab aayega?’
Logon ki yaad humesha aayegi jab jab group photo ka naam liya jayega
Lekin, kuch bhi keh lo
Chai - Maggie ki- yaari me
‘Symbeats’ ka naam humesha aayega”
What makes symbeats so different is the flexibility that it gives , and compartmentalized the
society into two halves that is Western and Indian so that each member gets to showcase the
talent they posess. This year symaroh was "the moment" for our classical group members as
they flaunted their "mudras and bhav".Throwing light on the opportunities that the western
members have had and seizing them by going to various competitions , like IIM Indore, IIT
roorke, IIT Bombay , SRC , Amity, IMS ghaziyabad. It is the increase in magnitude of the
participation this year which makes it all the more better. It’s the fire within them which drives
them and the outcome is always a blast.
The third years will surely miss the limelight that symbeats made for itself. It’s the presence
of the society in each and every college event that led to people designating them as
“SYM-DHEETS”, and wondering “ab kya naya karne wala hai symbeats?”
With all this naya factor ; whether it is holding one strand of your hair up right , or inventing
new costumes a day before and then going back to the original one or beginning the practices a week before when they were scheduled for days earlier but the zeal and the shine they
carry, the X factor which they so effortlessly incoporate could never go unnoticed. Despite all
the mirch masala and the masti, one thing which makes symbeats a family is the backbone
of the society that is Shikha ma'am just as how symbeats is one of the pillars of symbiosis,
Noida.

Faculty Incharge: Dr. Shikha Singh | President: Chandni Kumar & Isha Sodha

@thesymbeats
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In words of Society President Akshit Seth,”

AKSHIT SETH

T
MUNSoc SYMSANGEE

ISHA SODHA

It updates its members regularly about the MUNs happening across
the country. Also, the society encourages its members to actively
participate in MUNs and trains them through mock sessions. The
MUN Society is all about getting a positive environment for MUNners and building a continuous momentum for them so that they
could broaden their mindset, build networks and become critical
thinkers which would help them to analyse real world problems and
formulate better solutions.

Despite various constraints of time and availability, society functioned very
efficiently, thanks to my 2nd year team of Archit Malhotra,
Sidharth Khurana, Shivam Gupta who have a lot of experience in this line and were part of EBs in many MUNs this
year. This year we had about 60 members in the Society and I hope
more students would join in next year.” Archit Malhotra presides as
the society’s Vice President.

Achievements of the Society and its members-

ARCHIT MALHOTRA

Won Best Delegation In Certatus MUN 2019.
Prachi Chodha won Best Delegate in Certatus MUN 2019.
Shreyansh Shubham was given Special Mention At Certatus MUN 2019.
Pulkit Kalra was given High Commendation at Certatus MUN 2019.
Fatima Arif was given Verbal Mention at Certatus MUN 2019.
Faculty Incharge: Mr. Abhinav Pal

Symsangeet- the music society of SCMS Noida, is a society that
has always grown with the help of the bond its members share
and the respect they have for each other’s expertise and experience.
In the words of Swastik and Utsav who served as heads of SYMSANGEET in year 2019-20,
“ Ever since the time we joined SCMS-Noida, we had the
privilege to have played with musicians and singers who
made one go beyond one’s own comfort zone, driving the
whole society a step closer to giving the best performance
of that day. Few names that come to our mind, who have always
outdone themselves and have been a crucial link to help mold
our way to what Symsangeet today is, Vatsal Maggo, Anubhav
Verma, Innayat.

UTSAV BANSAL

From practice sessions we had to plan the active participation
and innovation, there was always something new to learn from
each other the best given example being that of us doing what
we could best do for the competition at IIM Indore and IIT
SWASTIK CHAKRABORTY
Bombay.
From really amazing and casual jam-sessions in our first year where all we ever needed was a guitar
and an empty class to being a society where the challenge was now to try and be better than those
we idolize, the future of the society was sure to go beyond the sky. The favorite part has always been
the practice sessions taking place just two hours before the performance and still managing to kill it
on the stage. From the formal meetings to the informal jamming sessions, symsangeet family always
has our hearts and souls.”
Faculty Incharge: Dr. Chandan Tiwari
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elan
@elan.society

Elan, the Fashion Society of Symbiosis Centre for Management Studies, Noida has been working for the past 5 years
towards improving and the betterment of its members. This year as well, the society scaled new heights through sheer
hard work, grit and dedicated team work.
Leading this team not as a society but as a family,
Syed M.Ali, the fun loving and approachable
leader who believes that rather than anger, it’s the
love and compassion for your members that will
help the society move forward. He has instilled
these qualities in his leadership style over
this past year, which has ensured that
Elan is always easily approachable.
This quality of Elan has ensured that
they remain on the top. Many people
stigmatize Elan with the phrase – “Sirf
chalna hi toh hai.” But Elan has
managed to break the stigma.
“Humare sath humari kahaniyan chalti
hai” is what Elan believes in and
makes sure that is what they potray.
This shows how Elan has raised
awareness about many issues just by
creating their acts around walking with
confidence.
Elan has constantly broken all the
stereotypical notions and barriers that
hinder our definitions of beauty. You are
average looking or beautiful, tall or short,
with a lighter or darker skin tone, it doesn’t
matter to Elan, as they never discriminate
and allow everyone to be their own selves.

In the words of Elan – “If the person has confidence and
capability of having an impact on the crowd, then Elan
gives you a platform to flourish.” Touted as the most
hyped society of SCMS, Noida, Elan did live up to its
hype.
It received over 200 registrations this year and
after a number of auditions, they made up to
forming this year’s team. One of the most
cherished moments for the head, Syed M. Ali
was when they pulled off something
unbelieveable, during this year’s Freshers,
which was that there were 60 people
performing on the stage at one go and they
pulled it off very pleasingly. Elan is a focused
and dedicated society, and they always make
sure they are on time for their meetings, if the
meeting time is at sharp 10, then for Elan it is
Sharp 10. But insipite of all the seriousness,
Elan has its share of backstage drama, fun
and numerous jokes includings the ones
about the rbc to lighten their pressure!
The third year members will surely miss their long
practice sessions, experiences and fun times. Their
leader, Sydem M. Ali is confident that he is handing
over the responsibilities and their legacy in safe
hands.

Elan, as a fashion society has broken many barriers like “Fashion society main toh sirf chalna hai”, and many other
stereotypical barriers about beauty and looks. Elan has always provided a platform to the talented and the deserved and
has helped them transform into better versions of themselves over the years. It has instilled a sense of confidence,
motivation, team spirit and team work in it’s members which won’t leave them for years to come by!
To the coming years, to the new members of Elan, to the new jokes Elan shares, to the new choreos they perform on
stage, to the belief of showcasing unbelievable perfomances again, to breaking many more stereotypical barriers, to
bringing back laurels back home, SCMS-N and Sympatrika’20 wishes the team of Elan all the very best!

On 21st and 22nd February, 2020. Symbiosis Centre for Management Studies, SIU, Noida
organized 5th International Conference (INCONSYM 2020) on Business Transformation
in Global Digital Era: Re-Innovate, Re-Strategize and Re-Model in association with Aston
India Centre for Applied Research, Aston University, United Kingdom.
The conference was preluded by a pre-conference workshop on ‘Impactful Research’ by Prof
(Dr) Nicholas Theodorakopoulos, Associate Dean, Aston Business School, UK and Prof (Dr)
Yogesh Patil, Professor & Head Research Publications, SCRI. The workshop gave insights to
the participants about the various practices followed worldwide to conduct an impactful
research and create an impact through research not only in academia but also in Corporate
Sector, Political Sector and Environment.
The two days of conference were full of knowledge and exposure for the delegates and the
conference committee. More then 200 Research papers were presented by over 150
researchers coming from all over India and overseas including Academicians, Research
Scholars, Corporate Individuals and College Students during the two days. The Technical
Sessions were based on the sub-themes Strategic Transformation Process Excellence;
Green Transformation Sustainability; Innovation & Technology Excellence; Social Economic
Transformation; People, Culture Customer Excellence and were chaired by the highly experienced and qualified academicians from all over. According to the Conference Chair Prof (Dr)
Anubha Vashisht the conference was successful as a whole only because of the combined
efforts of the Conference Committee, Delegates and Participants.

INCONSYM

SYMPHENIA

20th and 21st August, 2019: Renowned B- school Symbiosis Centre For Management Studies, Noida, buzzed with exorbitant energy as it hosted it’s annual literary and cultural fest for
school students; Symphenia. Symphenia is a major inter- school fest which is a congregation
of students from various reputed schools all across the country. The platform gives students a
chance to showcase their talents in a variety of genres like music, dance, art, debate, gaming
and many more! Business and academia being SCMS, Noida’s specialty, it goes without
saying that a bevy of related events such as B- plan pitch, mock- stock exchange, test your
entrepreneurial mindset, mad- ad, quiz etc. are hosted as well. The event is truly, an amalgamation of fun with learning, pertaining to the true spirit of the institute!
This year around, with the theme of ‘ Save Earth ‘ , 27 fantastic events and 200+ registrations,
the two- day bonanza called Symphenia proved to be a booming success! The campus quite
literally came to life as school students took part in various activities, some to prove their talent
in certain fields and others, to absorb the unreal feeling of getting the chance to hang out at a
Symbiosis campus.
In collaboration with the CSR(corporate social responsibility) cell of the institute, Symphenia
raised an aggregate amount of 40,000+ rupees through their registration fees, an amount that
was ultimately donated to two Noida based NGO’s; CRY and Piramal Pathshala. The CSR cell
of SCMS, Noida is active all year round, giving to the society as much as it can and saw a
great opportunity in Symphenia to really make the difference. Needless to say, Symphenia
was fun and refreshing but more importantly, it radiated immense positivity. Kudos to the organizing team and SCMS, Noida!

Facuty In charges: Dr. Nidhi Phutela & Dr. Pragya Singh
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HR CLUB

Human Resources Club or as we call it the HR Club at Symbiosis Noida works at promoting the Human Resources
specialization among the students and give them a taste and fundamental knowledge about what HR actually deals
with, what is the role and importance of HR. Radhika Bakshi, the head of the HR Club commends students to
learn about the leadership quality and team building spirit with active participation.
The club helps the students in getting connected with the like-minded students, apply the theoretical knowledge in
reality by conducting small activities. They get to learn how to present themselves during interviews, how to resolve
conflicts in an organization, how to help in the recruitment in an organization and how to deal with the other employees. It is under the sheer guidance of Bharat Bhushan Sir that the club is thriving every year and he has been
acting as an HR Advisor who provides the students with the best career advice. Every year an HR Day is organized
where a lot of activities are played by students to get a basic understanding of the field. The chief agenda of the HR
Club is to build network; the broader your network is, the more benefit you will get.

CLUB

FINANCE

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

The Finance Club
organizes finance-related events such as
Mock Stock, Case
Study Competitions
and Mock Company
Auctions.

Student Members -

Centre of Excellence (CEO) at Symbiosis, Noida is a team, a facility
that provides leadership, best practices, research support or training
for a focus area. Dr. Shikha Singh, the mainstay of COE and Ms
Saba Khalid have organized countless guest lectures, workshops,
certification programs which has helped bringing expertise in managing by using information and knowledge in order to achieve business excellence.
COE offers corporate exposure to the students by calling the industry experts in different fields. The students are also given the opportunity to meet various entrepreneurs and hear from them about their
success stories. COE has successfully conducted and organized 20
events for the academic year 2019-20, out of which there were 10
workshops, 4 guest-lectures, 3 multi-day workshops, 2 seminars and
1 staff development programme (SDP). Many distinguished guests
with the likes of industry professionals, motivational speakers and
various resource persons were invited by the COE team. To name a
few benefits that students have got from these events are better
communication, social, presentation and management skills. To
make these events a huge success there is a team of hardworking
students among which Rupashi Sehgal and Aman Tiberwal are the
Overall Coordinators of the events. There are students who are a
part of Documentation, IT, Logistics/Hospitality and Marketing.
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Shivam Gupta,
Afreed Ahmed,
Shrishti Maini,
Shubhi Rawal,
Sahil Mathur,
Siddhant Gupta,

ISR
CLUB

The sole purpose of the ISR Club is to commit to serving the society by taking up challenges
to fight against social injustice, illiteracy, poverty, climate change and make the world a better
place for the generation to come by. This club has put in tremendous efforts this year which
had a positive impact on our society. Some of those efforts are:Plantation Drive #Vrikshit10kTreesChallenge- ISR Club collaborated with Vrikshit Foundation in a challenge to plant 10,000 trees. The ISR Club contributed by successfully planting a
total of 255 trees.

Financial Literacy Event- This was a literacy event organized by the ISR club where they educated the housekeeping staff of our institute about taking effective financial decisions and managing their financial assets properly so that
they could have a better economic future.
College Life Experience for Robin Hood Academy Students- This event was for the Robin Hood Academy
Students. They were invited to our institute to see and experience how great college life actually is so that they develop the passion to study further and be the pillars of their society.
Raw Food Collection for the Underprivileged- The ISR Club collected raw food materials like rice and dal for Robin
Hood Army to distribute it amongst underprivileged people on the Independence Day.
Project PARIVARTAN-The ISR Club, in collaboration with Parimal Pathshala, has started project PARIVARTAN, to
educate underprivileged children through lectures and organizing personality development activities.

Student Heads Stuti Jain, Svasti Malik, Sejal Aren, Vibhor Nalawat
Faculty Incharge –
Dr. Rashmi Rastogi, Dr. Nidhi Phutela

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
A management college isn’t successful without a strong alumni
network. Alumni serve as our college’s ambassadors to the
corporate world. Thus, maintaining strong alumni relations is
essential and that’s exactly what our Alumni Association Committee does. It organizes events such as alumni meets and
alumni guest lectures to maintain a strong grip on the alumni
network which helps our institute in getting better placements,
internships and sponsorships which ultimately helps in building
a stronger reputation of our institute in the corporate world.

Faculty Incharge –
Dr.Prashant Yadav,
Ms. Davinder Kaur

Core Team SCEI, Noida
(Batch 2018-21)

1. Divyansh Sabharwal
2. Rupashi Sehgal
3. Archit Malhotra
4. Anish Talwar
5. Aman Tibrewal
6. Vansh Narang
7. Ansh Sahni
8. Umesh Suri
9. Abhishek Arora

Faculty Incharge- Mr. Narendra Singh

SYMBIOSIS CENTRE FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION
SYMBIOSIS CENTRE FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND INNOVATION (SCEI), Noida Chapter, which
was earlier known as the E-CELL was formed this year itself with the idea to foster Entrepreneurial skills
among students. Encouraging students to develop out of box thinking and incubate their start up ideas
when they go out of college. They discuss the different business modules to get the elementary knowledge which helps in booming of ideas and then they develop their own business plans and further work
on incubation. Under the guidance of Dr. Prashant Yadav, they plan on organizing seminars, workshops
and conclaves. They look forward to developing numerous interesting inter/intra college competitions on
the business plans via students under their supervision. They also aim at promoting social Entrepreneurship by working with the NGOs. Since the cell has been formed in 2019 itself we look forward to it growing
day by day and taking it to an even higher platform.

Faculty In Charge- Dr. Prashant Yadav
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SPORTS

Athletics

Caption: Divynash
Members: Om Khandari, Arjun Mitra, Devanshi,
Dhruv Singh, Priyanshu

Cricket

Caption: Anuj
Members: Harjas, Kush, Harsh, Chaitanya, Adarsh, Aditya, Aasthik, Tushar, Gyan, Sahil, Dhruv, Ruchir,
Divyansh, Ayaan

Volleyball

Caption (Girls): Diksha Goyal
Caption (Boys): Pranav

Members: Nishad Shah, Divyansh Mittal, Shivrath Jijania,
Anmol Kareer , Pranav Krishna, Raj Kanwar Sekhon,
Garvit Gupta

Football

Caption: Hitesh Bajeli
Members: (Top Row) Rahul Juneja, Dhruv Tiwari, Saarthak Chauhan, Pranav Shah, Hari Ganesh, Manas Shrivastiv,
Hitesh Bajeli, Angad Singh, Tanishq Bhatt, Saarthak Tandon
(Lower row) Ayaan Anand, Haitham Adam, Manyu Rohatgi, Ishan Basu, Naman, Lakshay Gulati, Aaron galway,
Harshil Chaturvedi

Members: Rakshita Kochhar, Diksha Goyal, Disha Goel, Avika jain
Aastha Shree, Khushi wadhrra, Shivani solanki , Vrinda sharma
Tanu , Arshiea, Subhashini, Prabhsimran

Bastketball

Caption (Girls): Medha Richards
Caption (Boys): Tejas

Members: Faraz Hasan, Divyanshu Raina, Sarthak Goel,
Bhavik Jain, Ansh Sahni, Sarthak Kapoor,
Shaleen Singh, Isan Gupta

Members: Aditi Beriwal, Mehak Jindal, Muskaan Jindal,
Yoshita Pathania, Anjali Shukla, Khushi Arora, Garima Mehta,
Sunidhi Singh, Ayushi Arya, Kritika Billawaria

Table Tennis
Captain: Aviraj arora
Members: Anmol kareer, Dhruv garg, Aryan gupt, Shubh gupta

Kabbaddi

Caption: Mohammed Moin
Members: Pranav, Afreed, Shantanu, Sahil, Abhijeet, Prabhneet, Priyanshu, Rishabh, Tanay, Rahul, Arnav, Dhruv
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“Everyone come to
room number 301 ASAP!”
On a quest of searching for scissors, first years, and beauty in every corner of our college, the creativity society
stands out to be the shining sun of Symbiosis centre for management studies with their Universal solution to all problems faceable - “glitter daal do ;)”
They’ve beautified everything around them, and they’ve done it silently, yet they only had one single complaint - “ye
paint kisne khula chhod diya?” We can never be thankful enough to them, for painting our lives with their love,
devotion and ‘mass production’
After infinite memories and experiences, they’ve evolved so much to have euphoric announcements to be made,
along with other reveals and facts about them highlighted in the conversation below, with the beautiful heads of the
society - Meghna and Shraddha in their exact words :
The secret for their bond, love and dedication.
“We are optimally professional people more creative ones.
We only play by the rules wherever extremely important, otherwise rules are meant to be broken! The selection
process, deciding budget, elements, deciding the theme for events are the only few things that we do seriously, otherwise everything else is piece of cake for us. Our team is a mix of creative minds having varied capabilities But when
we are together we can make anything possible.”
How they maintain the aesthetics and the high set bar of the society.
“Every year 2 people are selected as the spock of the society. This year, we were selected and since our batch being
the largest bearer of members of the team we have a very democratic style of leadership.All the inputs, the smallest
to the biggest decision for the society & events is taken together. From the getting the budget to the final positioning
of the elements of decor, everything is done together.”
How the society handles work backstage, including all the fun that goes along.
Whatever we do in our society is our passion. We never feel pressurized doing, because we simply love it. The
most chilling part of working for the events is sharing room with the Music Society. We have them for our entertainment like always and forever and we are there to help them explore their artistic front. We always hangout while working only because as a matter of fact no doubt how much creative and artistic our minds our we are also try to excel
on the academic front too.”
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Aarang

What sets them apart from everyone else.
- No matter Aakanksha Ma'am is the society incharge, she
never has to get hold of us and tell us what to do or not.
- Our society is for us, by us, of us... I.e. solely handled by us.
- Our society follows the policy of No POLITICS.
- Even though, we are not recognised enough, but still we get
up early at 6am to make rangolis to leaving college
Campus as late as 3 am in the night after completing deco
rations for Symaroh and then coming to check again.

Faculty In Charge: Dr. Akanksha Uppal
Presidents: Meghna Jain & Shraddha Tripathi
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THE GR EAT
Here are some 10 little things if practiced can prove to be propitious in our pledge
to save the environment-

Pacific
Garbage Patch
- Abhis hek Arora

The Great Pacific Garbage Patch is described as Pacific Trash Vortex. The
patch is actually referred to as “two enormous masses of ever growing
garbage” what is referred to as the Eastern Garbage Patch lies between
Hawaii and California whereas what is referred to as the Western Garbage
Patch extends eastwards towards Japan to the Hawaiian Islands.

Each year the world produces as much as 50 tones of Giza, which is about
350 Millions Tons of Plastics. More than half of this ends in landfills, but still
8-10 Million Tones of plastic ends up in our oceans each year where it forms
giant floating islands of plastic waste in the Ocean Gyres, the biggest one
being the Great Pacific Garbage Patch(GPGP). If each piece of plastic from
the GPGP is picked, you’d carry away 1.8 trillion individual pieces, which is
10 times more plastic pieces than the stars in our Milky Way Galaxy and the
weight of this would be equivalent to 3 Statue of Liberties.

Consisting of plastic
fishing nets, lines,
ropes and plastic
films, this entire patch
is scattered over a
region, ranging from
700,000 sq/km which
is about the size of
Texas to more than
15,000,000
sq/km
which is about the
size of Russia. Which
would mean, by an
estimate, in order to
cover the whole area,
a person would have to walk for 121 days at a speed of 5Km/hr.

If by a miracle of sorts, we do scoop
out all the plastic, it would be able to fill
up as many as 100 Boeing 747 Planes.
And the amount of plastic has been on
a rise since the past 70 years. Partly as
the plastic reaches the GPGP it
remains there for a large time. For
example those fishing lines will not
decompose for next 600 years. Even
when they break down and end up as
micro-plastics, the threat of these tiny
particles ending up in the bellies of the
sea animals and the sea animals
ending up in the bellies of the humans,
still looms over. Ingested Plastic is
found in about every species of sea
turtles, 60% whale species and 60%
sea birds according to the reports of
World Wide Researchers.

1. Eat less meat. Studies that are not very recent have shown that consumption of meat
fuels climate change and pollutes waterways and land. You don’t have to entirely cut it off
from your diet but reduce its serving in your meals.
2. A wiser advice would be to say to quit smoking owing to its harmful
effects on one’s health and the environment. However, the other best thing to
say to a smoker would be to tell them to dispose off those cigarette buds properly.
Those tiny buds litter the soil and the water thereby polluting the surroundings. Soak
cigarette butts and ashes in water before throwing them away. Never toss hot
cigarette butts or ashes in the trash.
3. One way to reduce is to reuse. Instead of using plastic bags, bring reusable
bags when going shopping or packing food or leftovers. Plastic is non-biodegradable in nature and takes millions of years to decompose. It has polluted both
soil and water thereby causing death of a lot of innocent sea and land creatures.
4. Shut your water faucets while brushing or washing hands. Before
brushing, wet your brush and fill a glass for rinsing your mouth. Also, make sure
that there is not any sort of leak in pipes and taps.
5. Always choose to line dry those clothes after laundry rather than
keep up a dryer. While saving the energy you are also able to reduce that
electricity bill.

“Do your bit, it ain’t that difficult”
- Rashi Sharma

It was a score and five years ago when the world leaders realized that only when all the nations
across the globe come together, the road to save this planet could be treaded on. It was in 1995 in
Berlin, Germany when the first UN Conference on Climate Change was held. Since then the countries of the world have discussed issues like greenhouse gases, carbon prints, melting glaciers,
rising sea levels, increasing temperature and so much beyond that. Bearing in mind that the deteriorating state of the environment is nothing but the footsteps approaching the end of humankind, a
lot more than many governments of different countries have taken diligent steps to address these
pressing issues. But what are we doing as individuals to avert the nearing doomsday? If
we do not pitch in now the result will be catastrophic! We can start by taking those baby
steps. Just by recycling and keeping in mind certain things we can impinge positively towards
saving the mother nature.
The earth is already suffering a lot and that leaves us with a very little margin for errors. Ipso facto
we need to give up on our ignorance and do what we are supposed to do. These are not big things
but some tiny habits that can bring about an enormous change in the environment. Mother Earth is
not the responsibility of a few but everyone. Together we can save the earth, the home that it is.

We are standing on the brim of the
plastic castle. It’s formation has
already begun, and it’s only a matter
of few years that the plastic starts to
outweigh the total fishes in the world
(by an estimate the year when this
happens is 2050!). So the time do
something is today, in fact it’s now!
It’s our responsibility to do our small
bit to bring a huge change in the
future of this world!

6. Throw all the trash in waste bins. Waste belongs in the bin and is not
welcome anywhere else! From a half-eaten apple to a little wrapper of a sweet
– all of them need to go to the bin.
7. Go paperless. Most stores now offer digital versions of receipts, and you can
also receive bills online or on your smart device rather than in the mail. The average person receives around 30 pounds of junk mail every year; reducing this
junk mail can make a significant impact.
8. One of the things which we often forget is that washing clothes with cold water
as opposed to hot water can save a great deal of energy. By not switching on that
water heater you save a lot many units of electricity than you can imagine.
9. We have all been told about not buying water bottles and get our own that are of
sustainable nature. But should we not do the same in the case of caffeine? Rather than
using those little plastic cups for drinking tea or coffee at the workplace we can probably get a vessel and a reusable cup from our homes. That way you save the environ-

10. Ever heard of the phantom power drain? It happens when we don’t unplug an
electric appliance. The switch might not be on but there is still leak of some energy. So,
unplug your mobile charger now!

I m age sour ce: G oogl e
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lEverything you
can imagine is
realll
l

Pablo Picasso

“I dream my
painting and I
paint my
dream.”
Van Gogh
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THE BLOODIED WOUND
- Keerti Dhawan
The bloodied wound
of patriarchy
Swings majestically
Round my neck
Wavering my thoughts
Of what to be
And what not to be.
I look around
Watching people fight
Misogyny and sexism .
For I try to do that too
Until I, once again, fall into a muck
Watching rape crimes
On a daily basis
Watching acid attacks victims
On a daily basis.
For some
Are too illiterate to know the meaning
Of the word, no.
For their who's are too small
To accept the rejection
The bloodied wound
Of patriarchy
Hangs majestically
Round my whole body
Begging me to take it.
Oh dear lord,
There is murder of womanhood
Happening all around
With people pointing
From the length of our clothes
To the pitch of our voices
My brain asks me to
Be the change and stand up against it
Until one or the other
Stops me from doing so.
Oh the bloodied wound oozes crimson
Making me choke
Until I breathe my last
"Please take that beast"
"Please do"
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CANVAS
- Mohita Verma
In your childhood
Your mind was like a canvas
For beautiful paintings
Mountains,
Trees,
Lakes
And beaches.
Yet one day
You turned this canvas into one
With paintings of raging fires
And the demons within you.
The canvas had red ink
Spilled all over it.
The art was yours
Yet the artist had changed.
The paintbrushes
And the colors of the canvas
Were up to the artist to decide.
But the artist can only choose the
colors
When this sense of control
Is regained by the help of a person
Who is sometimes
An angel in disguise
Who shows the artist
That the canvas is not the enemy
It just has to be painted right.

The Ego Paradox
An anomaly, a vision, happening with such Dynamics of love, feelings, tripping heads
and never
forgetting;
I wonder if I could only see it once again,
I could do everything to mend with it, to become it;
Although such persistence will only destroy me, to give me a larger existence, maybe the
truth or the present;
But the process is much more painful than being destroyed to the fundaments,
How much one can conceive of love, experiences; a rather precise objective than
attaining a supernatural ego.
The fear though, which always remains, everywhere, is forgetting. Forgetting the visions
or getting seduced by another one, defining deception and forgery to chills, a big
vacuum, utmost nothingness,
and it keeps going;
How would this define me as a lover?
More of a cry than a question; every time I try to keep going, every time I try to persist, to
witness, a new dance of light is forever in a distance, and I do not want to reach out for
it, nor do I want to lose this current holy ambition, a grail, which has been everything for
very long. I wish lights brightened much more than what is visible, or what appears to be
existing, yet another aspect of ego and continuum.
Being wise and sane enough to understand the inevitable law of impermanence but not
wise enough to let go, to only let it happen, a freefall, or maybe, a limbo, a glitch.
Anomalies with such dynamics know the trick, mending is never the easier choice but
breaking seems rather envying.
I call out for everything calling out for me. A truce.
-Madhev Dua

Illusion of control
The natural state of the universe is disorder, entropy,
inevitably accelerating from relative order to absolute
disorder which is the absence of everything.
Every single atom in this universe is a product of
randomness. To think we have substantial control over
anything would be naive.
Existence is meaningless, but, that doesn't mean we
can't have a bit of fun in our menial, trivial, infinitesimal
flicker of active consciousness time given to us in this
unimaginably huge universe which itself is probably a
small part of something much much larger and more
dimensionally complex.

- Devansh Bhardwaj
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रोता बाबा

Ulfat

आज नजानेसुबह मेंवो बात नह ींथी,
क्या येबेचैनी उस बाबा की मुलाकात सेथी ?
सड़क केककनारेकोनेमें बैठा था वो,
धीरेधीरेककसी को पता न चलेरो रहा था वो !
उसकी आँखों मेंअश्क देख मैंपूछ बैठा,
की हेबाबा तेर इन भूड़ी आँखों मेंयेदददकै सा ?
उसनेमुझेदेख गलेसेलगा ललया,
मानो जैसेउसका कोई अपना उसके पास आगया !
वो रोतेबोला, की उसका पूरा वींश आज अींत पेआगया,
जब कुछ दष्ुकलमदयों के कारण उसका लौता पुत्र
इस सींसार सेचला गया ।
मैंबबना कुछ बोलेउसेसुनता रहा,
उसका गम बाटनेका प्रयास करता रहा !
अचानक क्रोधधत हो बाबा बोला,
क्यों सींसार नेउसको इस कदर छोड़ा ।
येपूछकेवो चल ददया,
जातेजातेख़ुदको भगवान ्और अपनेपुत्र का नाम
इींसानीयत बोल गया ।
ये रात गु न ् ह े ग ार है या बे क ़ स ू र है ?
कही चाहत तो कही है व ानियत का फितू र है ,
हर आँ ख मे ं कही ना कही वो चीं ख बसी है ,
ना जाने किस खू न से आज ये धरती सही है ?
इं स ानियत के नाम पर धर् म बिकते है बाज़ ा रो मे ं ,
इं स ानियत की खोज मे ं है व ान दीखते है हज़ ा रों मे ं ,
हर मजहब की जीत मे ं हर खु द ा की हार है ,
हर जु ल ् म कु छ इस कदर की हर सां स लाचार है ,
विश् व ास की कल् प ना मे ं विश् व ास घात का वास है ,
हर अजनबी मु स ् क ान मे ं एक घिनोना एहसास है ,
हर काले रं ग मे ं छिपा वो डर का सु र ू र है ,
ये रात गु न ् ह े ग ार है या बे क ़ स ू र है ?
- Mohil Chaturvedi
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- Akshat Jain

Uss roz kahi, phir muskurahaton ke darmiyan,
Meri napak zindagi pe jo sawal utha,
Ke eh dard se bekhauf tu kaise yu hasraton mei panap rhi hai,
Hum bhi dhalti shabab ke dayron mei bepanah sachai ko jhutlate gye,
Kya gulzar-e-gulab mei kaanto ki khanak chubti hui dekhi hai,
Kya noor-e-chand pe katl e khwaab, ka ilzam lagte dekha hai,
Gehraiyon ki mohtaj woh aaj bhi ubhar padhti hai woh yaadein,
Bebuniyad jhooton pe meherbaan aaj bhi hai woh nam ankhein,
Toofan sa
pal ulajh
raha yeh
barbad sa
dil mera,
Independence
haspal
a different
essence
for different
minds.
It has
intensities
varied
among
thosese
seeking
it, through
their own
Gawah
eh ilmsowoh
daur
toh dard
musalsal
mulakatein
hua krti thi,
perspectives,
with
so
many
different
ways
of
obtaining
it.
But
howevKhata-e-ulfat ye pehgam laya ki ab jhoot ke sahare hi beshumar hum muskura lete hai
er free one gets of any aspect
of his
or her life, you know there is
- Sanya
Sachdeva

something that holds us captive in our own minds, almost all the
time. Out of so many different ways of freeing oneself, music is one
that is accepted by the universe itself. A language of love and life, an
honest friend who accepts all that you have to give, and gives all that
you cannot even imagine. When the tunes that we find the most
You
profound reach our ears, the captivity
is somehow, magically, freed.
It is experiencing that very moment
and
taking all that the surroundAnd I
ings have to give us, radiating
unconditional
Given
away all Ilove.
thinkAI song
am from a
musician who tells a story tooTaken
movingainlearned
such a tune
that
hand frees us, is
a blessing. And in a crowd of loud minds, you know it is a gift when
In this very surrounding
you ponder upon silence. You know It is a gift to be free from a chain
Under
this
of ego that holds every single
one of
us musical
defining sky
who we are and
Where
all
is
who we are not, and the secret to do that is one
drown in the sea of tune,
in the sea of music.
I breathe your presence
Jimi Hendrix in his song “Are And
you Experienced?”
says “who in your
I forget the difference
measly little world are trying to
prove
that
you’re
made of gold and
You
you can’t be sold?” It is definitely time to let go of the measly little
And I
world that we have created by our minds that wouldn’t let us believe
we areessence
the purest
form of beauty
I, the oneso
writing
Independence has athat
different
for different
minds.there
It hasis.intensities
variedthis
among
and you,
one
reading are with
in a connection
right now,
and
both of it. But
those seeking it, through
theirthe
own
perspectives,
so many different
ways
of obtaining
us in
radiating
taking that
all I holds us
however free one gets
of the
anyabsolute
aspect ofpresent,
his or her
life, youunconditional
know there islove,
something
have
to
give
you,
and
thus
for
now,
you
know
you
and
I
are
made
captive in our own minds, almost all the time. Out of so many different ways of freeingofoneself,
and we
be sold. itself. A language of love and life, an honest friend who
music is one that is gold
accepted
by cant
the universe
When
you
know
you
haveallfound
the perfect
for yourself,
know
accepts all that you have to give, and gives
that you
cannot music
even imagine.
When
the tunes that we
that
this
is
only
just
the
beginning,
the
beginning
of
you
freeing
find the most profound reach our ears, the captivity is somehow, magically, freed. It you
is experiencing that
from your
definitions
about yourself,
and us,
making
you unconditional
something love. A song from a
very moment and taking
all that
the surroundings
have to give
radiating
else.
musician who tells a story too moving in such a tune that frees us, is a blessing. And in a crowd of loud minds, you
know it is a gift when you ponder upon silence. You know It is a gift to be free from a chain of ego that holds every
“Strangers
passing
in who
the we
street,
separate
glances
single one of us defining
who we
are and
are by
not,chance
and thetwo
secret
to do that
is drown in the sea of tune, in
meet
the sea of music.
And I am you and what I see is me”
Pink “Are
Floydyou
: ‘echoes’
Jimi Hendrix in his song
Experienced?” says “who in your measly little world are trying to prove that
you’re made of gold and you can’t be sold?” It is definitely time to let go of the measly little world that we have
created by our minds that wouldn’t let us believe that we are the purest form of beauty there is. I, the one writing
this and you, the one reading are in a connection right now, and both of us in the absolute present, radiating
unconditional love, taking all I have to give you, and thus for now, you know you and I are made of gold and we
cant be sold.

The
Solitary
Tune

When you know you have found the perfect music for yourself, know that this is only just the beginning,
the beginning of you freeing you from your definitions about yourself, and making you something else.

“Strangers passing in the street, by chance two separate glances meet
And I am you and what I see is me”
Pink Floyd : ‘echoes’
- Madhev Dua
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